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Release Notes
NOTE
There are no new features in the 22.2.1 release of DX NetOps Mediation Manager.

Third-Party Software Acknowledgments
Third-party software was used in the creation of DX NetOps Mediation Manager. All third-party software has been used
in accordance with the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by the applicable license
agreements. This section contains all third-party software license agreements for applications that are included as part of
the current release of DX NetOps Mediation Manager.

The following license agreements are available as an attachment. Click here to download the license agreements.
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• AdoptOpenJDK_v11
• Ant 1.10.10
• aopalliance 1.0
• Apache Commons FileUpload 1.4
• Apache Commons DbUtils 1.6
• ASM 3.2
• Bootstrap 3.3.2
• cglib-nodep 2.1.3
• Commons Cli 1.2
• Commons Codec 1.11
• Commons Collections 3.2.2
• Commons Logging 1.2
• Commons net 3.6
• commons-beanutils 1.9.4-talend
• commons-compress 1.21.0.redhat-00001
• commons-io 2.6
• commons-lang 2.5
• Derby 10.14.2.0
• dom4j 1.6.1
• End User License Agreement (EULA) r5.1.3-GA
• extjs 3.4.0
• Ganymed SSH-2 build210
• google-gson 2.8.9
• gpars 1.2.1
• Groovy 3.0.9
• io.netty 4.1.72-final
• Javamail 1.4.4
• Jaxen 1.1 B8
• JDOM 1.0
• Jersey 2.25.1
• JSch 0.1.55
• json-lib 2.4
• JSTL (The JSP Standard Tag Library) 1.1.2
• JSTL Reference Implementatoin 1.2
• Log4j 2.17.1
• Python
• RSyntaxTextArea 2.0.3
• Saxon-B 9.1.0.8
• SBLIM 2.1.3
• ServingXML 1.1.2
• SNMP4J 1.10.1
• SNMP4J-Agent 1.3.1
• Spring Framework 5.3.14 Release
• Spring Security 5.6.0 Release
• Tomcat 8.5.79
• TrueZIP 6.6
• Velocity 1.7
• xercesImpl 2.6.2
• xml-apis 1.0.b2
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Collecting Data for DevicePack Generation
DX NetOps Mediation Manager (DX NetOps MM) monitors the performance of non-SNMP devices in Element
Management System, such as, mobile wireless, fiber-optic switch, radio access, and 3G or 4G voice data. CA Mediation
Manager supports a wide range of protocols to access the data.

For example, REST, SOAP, SSH, XML, SQL, JMS, (S)FTP, and HTTP(S).

Element Management System

An Element Management System (EMS) consists of systems and applications for managing Network Elements (NE) on
the Network Element-Management Layer (NEL) of the Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) model.
Provide the following details of EMS.

• Name of the EMS: <ems_name>
• Vendor Name: <vendor_name>
• Version: <version_number>

For example,

• Name of the EMS: <Service Aware Manager (SAM) 5620>
• Vendor Name: <Nokia (Alcatel)>
• Version: <14R1>

Data Collection

Data collection provides details of DX NetOps MM DevicePack that collects data from the EMS system. DX NetOps MM
supports SFTP, FTP, HTTP(S), REST, JMS, JDBC communication protocols.
Example: If an EMS creates archive of hourly data and the data is placed in an FTP Server, then the following details are
required:

• Communication Protocol: <FTP/SFTP>
• Hostname/IPAddress: <CAMMSIM.ca.com>
• (if applicable) Port: <22>
• Username: <camm_ftp_user>
• Password: <ftp_password>

If the EMS has any proprietary communication protocol, provide the EMS Integration or API Guide.

Data Format

Provide the details in a data format.
For example, CSV, XML, JSON, COMMANDPROMPTOutput, or others.
Example of CSV data file format:

DeviceID DeviceName CollectionTime CPU (%) Memory Utilization
(MB)

Total Memory (MB)

3145741 NE A 9/19/2016 22:15 10 20 1024
3145742 NE B 9/19/2016 22:15 20 30 1024
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(Optional) Granularity of Data

The time period of receiving the data from the EMS.

For example, 5 minutes, 10 minutes or 60 minutes, and so on.

Frequency of Data file Generation

The frequency of the time the data file is generated.

For example, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, or 60 minutes, and so on.

Sample Data

The location of the sample files.
Example: CA Support Case FTP, any public Cloud Drive location such as, Microsoft OneDrive, Dropbox, and so on.

Metrics

The metric is the name that you want to view in the CA PC reports. If the columns are self-explanatory in the CSV data
format file, then the metric name is not required.
Example:

The following table describes the metrics for the table mentioned in the Data Format section.

Metric Family Name Metric Name Units
EMS_Name_DeviceHealth CPU Percent
EMS_Name_DeviceHealth Total Memory Bytes

Units possible values: Percent, Packets, PacketsPerSecond, DiscardedPackets, ErroredPackets, Bits, BitsPerSecond,
Bytes, BytesPerSecond, Seconds, Microseconds, Milliseconds, UnixTime, Observations

KPI Formulas

If you want DX NetOps MM or CAPM to derive any KPIs on top of the out of the box metrics, then provide the KPI
formulas.
For example, Memory Utilization % = Memory Utilization/Total Memory x 100>

More Details to Develop a Device Pack

Provide any other details which help to develop a Device Pack.
For example, API Guides, EMS Vendor Contact details, VPN to your LAB where the EMS is hosted, and so on.
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Getting Started
 

DX NetOps Mediation Manager monitors the performance for non-SNMP based devices, such as mobile wireless, fiber-
optic switch, radio access, and 3G or 4G voice data. DX NetOps Mediation Manager supports a wide range of protocols
to access data, for example, SOAP, SSH, XML, SQL, JMS, SFTP, and HTTP. DX NetOps Mediation Manager is portable
across all platforms.

Architecture and Components
This article contains the following topics:

The architecture lets you quickly develop any required vendor-specific API plug-ins, named device packs, to collect the
data directly from a device or from an Element Management System (EMS). DX NetOps Mediation Manager enables
deployment in a standalone or distributed architecture.

In a standalone deployment, the installation is usually performed on the management server being integrated. In
a distributed deployment, the application is deployed across multiple servers to meet the high demands of current
Communication Service Provider (CSP) environments.

The following diagram describes the general architecture of DX NetOps Mediation Manager for CA eHealth in a
multiserver installation:

Figure 1: DX NetOps Mediation Manager architecture--XML

When you install DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management 2.3.4 or later in distributed systems,install
 the components of Performance Management and DX NetOps Mediation Manager as follows:
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• Data Aggregator, Data Collector, and CA Performance Center in individual systems.
• Cert and Views respectively in the system that has Data Aggregator and CA Performance Center.
• CAPM Presenter and LocalController in every system that has a Data Collector.
• Primary MultiController in a system that has CA Performance Center.
• LocalController with Engine and Delivery Service in another system that has Data Aggregator.

NOTE
Install Primary MultiController and LocalController with Engine and Delivery Service in different
systems based on the RAM and CPU sizes of the systems. If there is no sufficient memory, install Primary
MultiController and LocalController with Engine and Delivery Service in individual systems.

The following diagram describes the general architecture of multiserver installation of DX NetOps Mediation Manager for
Performance Management with two Data Collectors:

Figure 2: DX NetOps MM for PM in 4 Systems

NOTE
An extra component, the Generic Executor is not shown in both the diagrams, but is described in this document.

The components of DX NetOps Mediation Manager include the following set of core software entities:
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• MultiController
• LocalController
• Web Manager
• Generic Executor
• Delivery Service

The subcomponents of DX NetOps Mediation Manager include the following entities:

• Engine
• Presenter or CAPM Presenter

MultiController

You can deploy up to two MultiControllers, primary and secondary, in a cluster. Deploy at least one MultiController per
cluster. A MultiController performs the following actions in your cluster environment:

• Monitors heartbeat messages from LocalController components on remote servers.
• Acts as the centralized licensing server for the cluster.
• Stores centralized configuration files for components in the cluster.

LocalController

Install one LocalController on each physical server in the cluster where a subcomponent (Engine or Presenter) resides. A
LocalController performs the following actions:

• Communicates with the subcomponents that are installed on the server.
• Monitors heartbeat messages for subcomponents on the local server and automatically restarts subcomponents if they

fail.
• Uses a delivery service to process output from the Engine. This service delivers XML documents in a compressed and

encrypted format to a local or remote Presenter.

Web Manager

The Web Manager lets you manage the device pack deployment using its web-based interface. The interface displays the
following information:

• Status of the running device packs.
• Status of the LocalControllers on which the device packs are installed.
• Status of the primary and secondary MultiController.

Generic Executor

All components in a cluster share a common set of functions for communication and execution. The Generic Executor
starts the Engine and Presenter subcomponents and cleans the temporary and log files.

The Generic Executor starts at system startup and listens on a specific TCP port. To start a component like the
MultiController, the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Control Utility, cammCtrl, sends a MultiController XML configuration
file to the Generic Executor. When the Generic Executor receives this data, it identifies and starts the MultiController
component using the information in the configuration file.

Delivery Service

When an Engine finishes its poll cycle, it generates one or more DX NetOps Mediation Manager-standard XML
documents in the queue directory. The Delivery Service monitors the queue directory independently and distributes the
data to one or more local or remote Presenters. Delivery Service determines the correct Presenter by sending a request to
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the MultiController through the LocalController and identifies the IP address and TCP port of the Presenter. The Delivery
Service does not process the queue until the local or remote Presenter becomes available.

Engine

The Engine is the main, threaded polling engine in DX NetOps Mediation Manager. You can deploy the Engine in the
active or standby mode. The Engine performs the following actions:

• Gathers information from devices using XML, CSV, Telnet, SSH, and so on. The engine then processes the data to a
DX NetOps Mediation Manager-standard XML document.

• Deploys the DX NetOps Mediation Manager-standard XML document to the queue for processing by the Delivery
Service.

Presenter

The Presenter is required only for DX NetOps Mediation Manager for eHealth and one Presenter is required for each
device pack. It is a threaded presentation engine that performs the following actions:

• Receives the DX NetOps Mediation Manager-standard XML document from the Engine.
• Formats the data to the required output format, such as CSV, XML, SNMP, and DDI.

CAPM Presenter

The CAPM Presenter is required only for DX NetOps Mediation Manager for CA Performance Management. The CAPM
Presenter must be installed in Data Collector that supports DX NetOps Mediation Manager. Similar to the Presenter,
CAPM Presenter receives the DX NetOps Mediation Manager-standard XML document from the Engine. But, CAPM
Presenter does not format the data to a required output format.

The number of CAPM Presenter depends on the number of complex device packs.

Default Ports and Data Flow

DX NetOps Mediation Manager Default Ports

The following lists the default ports:

Component Port Type Comments
MultiController 29599

29600
TCP Communicates with

LocalController via heartbeats to
maintain status.

LocalController 29598 TCP Communicates with
MultiController via heartbeats to
maintain status.

Generic Executor 29560 TCP Listens on this TCP port to
receive XML configuration
files from MultiController and
LocalController.

Web Manager 8005
8880

HTTP Administrators browse to the
Web Manager (located on the
MultiConroller) server over port
8880.
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Delivery Service 29597 TCP Communicates with
MultiController through
LocalController to distribute the
data to one or more local or
remote Presenters.

Engines/Presenter 29100
29101
29102 etc.

TCP Communicates with
MultiController via heartbeats to
maintain status.

Each component of DX NetOps Mediation Manager listed in the above table uses random ports for the following:

• Random TCP port for naming services for the communication between DX NetOps Mediation Manager components.
• Random TCP port for the internal communication between DX NetOps Mediation Manager subcomponents.

Data Flow

• Engine polls the Element Management System.
• Engine converts data to XML format.
• Engine performs any calculation or filtering required.
• Engine delivers data in CAMM2XML format to the queue directory.
• Delivery Service reads queue and transfers XML file to the Presenter(s) (Local or Remote) using the name service.
• Presenter reads the XML file and outputs the data in the required format.

The following diagram shows the typical data flow in DX NetOps Mediation Manager.

Figure 3: Data Flow in CAMM
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Installing
This section helps you install DX NetOps Mediation Manager, device pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager, and device
pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management.

DX NetOps Mediation Manager is a distributed application that includes multiple components across several servers. A
successful deployment includes installing the these components in the following order:

• CAPM (CAPC, DR, DA & DC)
• DX NetOps MM Multi Controller
• DX NetOps MM Local Controller
• DX NetOps MM Local Controller for Presenter on DC system
• DX NetOps MM Secondary Multi Controller*
• DX NetOps MM Local Controller for LC failover*

NOTE

The * (asterisk) indicates the failover of MC & any LC.

Your deployment strategy depends on the number of devices, the location of these devices, and which metrics you want
to monitor. The following diagram shows the installation options:

Figure 4: DX NetOps MM Standard and Low-Scale Installation

System Requirements
Review the following information before you install the product:
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Hardware Requirements

The following table describes the minimum hardware requirements for each supported operating system:

Operating System Architecture CPU Memory Disk
SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server (SLES) 12 SP2

- - - -

Oracle Linux (OL) 7.3
(Red Hat compatible
kernel only)

- - - -

Solaris 9 or 10 SPARC (64-bit) 1 x 1.4 GHz 4 GB 18 GB
Red Hat Enterprise Linux
6.x
Red Hat Enterprise Linux
7.3
RHEL 8.1 (21.2.4 and
higher only)

64-bit 1 x 2 GHz 4 GB 18 GB

Windows 2008 32-bit, 64-bit 1 x 2 GHz 4 GB 18 GB
Windows 2012 64-bit 1 x 1.8 GHz 4 GB 18 GB

NOTE
Maintain consistency between the JRE and the operating system architecture. For example, on 64-bit operating
systems, the JRE you use to install and run DX NetOps Mediation Manager must also be 64-bit.

Web Browser Requirements

A web browser is required to access DX NetOps Mediation Manager UI (User Interface). The following browser
applications are supported:

• Microsoft Internet Explorer version 9 or above
• Mozilla Firefox (current version)
• Google Chrome (current version)

Java Support

• AdoptOpen JDK 11.0.11+9 or higher (DX NetOps Mediation Manager 21.2.8 or higher)
• AdoptOpen JDK 1.8.0.252 or higher (DX NetOps Mediation Manager 21.2.1 - 21.2.6)

Compatibility Matrix

The following table provides the compatibility matrix for DX NetOps Mediation Manager:

CA Performance Management 21.2 CA Performance Management 20.2 CA Performance Management 3.7
DX NetOps Mediation Manager 21.2 Compatible Compatible Compatible
DX NetOps Mediation Manager 20.2 Not Compatible Compatible Compatible
CA Mediation Manager 3.7 Not Compatible Compatible Compatible

*Check the Known Issue section in Release Notes.
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Install DX NetOps Mediation Manager
Use this article to install DX NetOps Mediation Manager on the Windows or UNIX systems. This article contains the
following topics:

Installation Planning

The installation prerequisites are as follows:

• Ensure that users of DX NetOps Mediation Manager and CA Performance Management are in the same user group.
• Administrator privileges on Windows systems
• Comply with the system requirements, web browser requirements, supported platforms, and compatibility matrix. For

more information, see System Requirements.
• Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.8 or later

We recommend that you obtain the latest version of JRE from the Java download site.
• You have verified that Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux) is disabled or permissive on the computer where you are

going to install DX NetOps Mediation Manager. By default, some Linux distributions have this feature enabled, which
does not allow DX NetOps Mediation Manager to function properly. Disable SELinux, set to permissive mode, or create
a policy to exclude DX NetOps Mediation Manager processes from SELinux restrictions.
For more information about how to configure SELinux security policies, see the Red Hat documentation.

Install DX NetOps Mediation Manager

This procedure describes the steps to install DX NetOps Mediation Manager on Windows or UNIX systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the server with the user ID that you want the DX NetOps Mediation Manager processes to use.

NOTE
We refer to the user ID throughout this document as CAMM_USER. If you use an invalid user ID, an error
occurs and the installation fails.

2. Start the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation with the corresponding command based on your operating
system:
– UNIX systems

$JAVA_HOME/bin/java  -jar CAMM-Installer-3.7.0.jar

– Windows systems
a. Insert the installation CD-ROM and open Windows Explorer.
b. Locate and double-click the executable JAR file, CAMM-Installer-3.7.0.jar.

3. Click Next on the Welcome dialog.
4. Read the Important Information and click Next.
5. Review the licensing agreement, accept, and click Next.
6. Specify a target path for the installation. Or click Choose to browse to an installation location.

NOTE
When installing on a Windows System, the default installation directory is C:\Program Files\CA\CAMM.
When installing on a UNIX System (Linux or Solaris), the default installation directory is /opt/CA/CAMM.

7. Select Typical for the new installation.
8. Select one or more required installation packages.

– MultiController
– LocalController

9. Configure the following DX NetOps Mediation Manager foundation parameters:
– User ID
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Specifies the user ID for the Generic Executor for the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation. The user ID is the
CAMM_USER and defaults to the current user ID.
Default: root

WARNING

Use the same user ID that you used to install Data Collector or the user must have read or write access to
$DATA_COLLECTOR_INSTALL/apache-karaf-x.y.z/MediationCenter.

– Port
Specifies the port where the Generic Executor listens.

           Default: TCP port 29560
10. Specify whether you install primary or secondary MultiController.
11. (Optional) Configure the following parameters of primary MultiController:

NOTE
For the first installation, configure the primary MultiController. You can configure the secondary
MultiController in the subsequent step.

– MC IPSpecifies the IP address or host name for the primary MultiController.

NOTE
Make sure that the host name is resolved to an IP address for to function properly. supports IP V4.

– Failover ThresholdDetermines the elapsed time, in seconds, with no received heartbeat messages, in seconds,
and signals LocalController failure. When this threshold is reached, the MultiController activates the standby
LocalController.
Default: 600

– Will the other MC exist in the cluster?Indicates that another MultiController exists or may exist in the cluster.
12. (Optional) Configure the following parameter for another MultiController in the same cluster:

– The Other MC IP
Specifies the secondary MultiController IP address, if you installed and configured a primary MultiController.
If you installed a secondary MultiController in a previous step, this value is the primary MultiController IP address.
If this server is a backup server, install the secondary MultiController on a different host server.

13. Configure the following parameters for the web authentication:
– User

Specifies the login name for the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web Manager.
Default: admin

– Password
Specifies the login password for the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web Manager.
Default: camm

– Web Port
Specifies the port for the web UI.
Default: 8880

14. (Optional) Configure the following parameters for LocalController. At least one LocalController is required on any
server where the Engine and Presenter subcomponents are running.
– LC IP

Specifies the IP address or host name for the LocalController.

NOTE

Make sure that the host name is resolved to an IP address for DX NetOps Mediation Manager to function
properly.

DX NetOps Mediation Manager supports IP V4.
– LC Port

Specifies the port for this LocalController.
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Default: 29598
– Failover Threshold

Determines the time (in seconds) that can elapse with no received heartbeat messages. The loss of heartbeat
messages indicates the subcomponent failure. When the threshold is reached, the LocalController restarts the
Engine, Presenter, or both components.
Default: 600

15. Review the installation summary and click Install.
16. Click Done.

The installation is complete.
17. Navigate to $CAMM_HOME and check the installer information in the version.xml file. The contents of the version.xml

file resemble the following format:
<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<CAMM-Version>

   <Current>

     <Version><3.7.0>/Version>

     <Revision><Installer revision number></Revision>

   </Current>

</CAMM-Version>

18. To start the application, type http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port> in a browser.
Where <web-port> is the port number that is configured during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Installation and
<PrimaryMCMachine IP> is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system.

19. Type the login credentials.
The DX NetOps Mediation Manager application starts.

NOTE
For more information about using the options in UI, see the Using section.

Starting and Stopping Services

This section describes how to start and stop services on the following operating systems:

During the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation, the Generic Executor and the Web Manager are registered as
Services. The service names are CAMM-GE-{user}-{port}, and CAMM-tomcat7-8880. You can automatically start or stop
DX NetOps Mediation Manager at the system startup or shut down by executing specific commands as discussed in this
section.

The following diagram illustrates the process flow of starting and stopping services:
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Figure 5: Process flow diagram for starting and stopping services-XML

UNIX

You can execute the startall or stopall script or the init.camm script to start or stop DX NetOps Mediation Manager. The
init.camm script is in the Tools directory in the DX NetOps MM Home directory.

Execute the following init.camm.install script, as root or sudo su, to start or stop DX NetOps Mediation Manager
automatically at the system startup or shut down:

shell# tools/init.camm.install

Execute the following init.camm.uninstall script to remove the setting that automatically starts or stops DX NetOps
Mediation Manager:
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shell# tools/init.camm.uninstall

Windows

Execute init.camm.install.bat to install the setting that automatically starts or stops DX NetOps Mediation Manager:

C:/CAMM/tools/init.camm.install.bat

Execute init.camm.uninstall.bat to remove the setting that automatically starts or stops DX NetOps Mediation Manager:

C:/CAMM/tools/init.camm.uninstall.bat

Install a Device Pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager
Use this article to install a device pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager on the Windows or UNIX systems. This article
contains the following topics:

A device pack is a set of XML configuration, ServingXml or Groovy, and XQuery files. Device packs pull data from a
specific set of devices and convert it to a form that can be read by eHealth, CA Spectrum, CA Infrastructure Management,
or CA Performance Management.

Install Engine and Presenter

You can install the Engine and Presenter through the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web Manager:
http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port>

Where <web-port > is the port number that is configured during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation, and
<PrimaryMCMachine IP> is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system.

2. Enter the login credentials.

NOTE
Confirm that the working environment is CA eHealth.

3. Select the Device Packs tab and click Install.
4. Specify the destination of the LocalController using the LocalController drop-down.
5. Perform one of the following steps in the Device Pack configuration dialog:

– If the device pack is located in the Device Pack repository that is shipped with the current release of DX NetOps
Mediation Manager, select the DevicePack Repository check box.

– If the device pack is not located in the Device Pack repository and resides in the local system, click Browse and
locate the device pack.

6. Select the ENGINE_<devicepack>.zip file or the PRESENTER_<devicepack>.zip file that you want to install.
7. Click Next.
8. Provide the configuration parameters in Global External Variables and Component Configuration for the Engine or

Presenter being installed.

NOTE
For more information about specific device pack configuration files, see the corresponding Engine readme
file by selecting ReadMe from the Web UI.

9. Select Finish.
The device pack is installed.
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Install CA eHealth Certification

To view the reports in CA eHealth, install eHealth certification. Installation of certification consists of the following two
steps:

• Deploy Certification manually or automatically
• Manually import the elements to CA eHealth.

Deploy the eHealth Certification Automatically

Deploy the eHealth Certification automatically through DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI:
http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port>

Where <web-port > is the port number configured during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Installation and
<PrimaryMCMachine IP> is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system.

2. Enter the login credentials.
3. Select the Device Packs tab and click Certification.
4. Specify the Certification destination from the Destination drop-down.
5. (Optional) Select OverWrite Existing cert check box.
6. Do one of the following steps:

– If the Certification to install is in the eHealth Certification repository shipped with the current release of DX NetOps
Mediation Manager, select eHealth Cert.

– If the Certification to install is in the local system, click Browse and locate the Certification.
7. Select the Certification and select Deploy.

Deploy the Certification Manually

Deploy the eHealth Certification manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you meet the following prerequisites:
– The LocalController is installed on the CA eHealth server using the same user credentials that are used for

installing eHealth.
– The PRESENTER_<devicepack> component is installed on the LocalController that is running on the CA eHealth

server.
– $NH_HOME is set to the eHealth installation directory. To confirm, execute the following command:

echo $NH_HOME

2. Copy the $CAMM_HOME/MC/eHealthCerts/CERT_<devicepack>.zip file to the $NH_HOME directory of your eHealth
server.

3. Open a command prompt, type bash, and execute the following command:
unzip CERT_<devicepack>.zip

4. Modify the $NH_HOME/modules/<devicepack>/camm.env script to provide the path details to JRE and the CAMM
installation folder.

5. Create a soft link from $CAMM_HOME/output/PRESENTER_<devicepack> to $NH_HOME/modules/<devicepack>/
ddiData.

6. Append the content of the $NH_HOME/db/data/variable.usr_<devicepack> file to $NH_HOME/db/data/variable.usr.
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– Before you combine the content, verify if there are any duplicate variables in both files. If you find duplicate
variables, remove the duplicate variables and save the final $NH_HOME/db/data/variable.usr file.

– Consider the final variables in the variable.usr file and map the variables.
– Verify the mapping of the variable IDs in the variable.usr file and the elementTypeVariable.usr file.
– Make sure that the variable IDs mapped in the elementTypeVariable.usr file are located in the variable.usr file.

7. Append the content of the $NH_HOME/db/data/elementTypeVariable.usr_<devicepack> file to $NH_HOME/db/data/
elementTypeVariable.usr.

Import the Elements

Manually import the elements to CA eHealth.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the CA eHealth server with the following command:
nhServer stop 

2. Convert the database schema for a software upgrade using the following command:
nhConvertDb

Wait until the database conversion executes successfully.
3. Start the eHealth server with the following command:

nhServer start 

4. Modify $NH_HOME/modules/<devicepack>/modules.defaults.init to suit your specific poll requirements.
5. Go to $NH_HOME/modules/camm<devicepackname> directory and execute the following command to discover your

new elements:
./cammpoll  - c  - j -l

eHealth automatically calls cammpoll to poll the elements.
cammpoll is successful when you see the elements in eHealth OneClick in Manage Resources, Groups,
<devicepack>.

NOTE
You only execute cammpoll manually once. Take note of any situation afterward in which you execute the
cammpoll command manually, because it represents an error condition. In normal operations, eHealth executes
the cammpoll command automatically.

Install Device Packs in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance
Management
A device pack for DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management comprises of Engine, CAPM Presenter,
Certification, and Views. Install these components to pull data from devices.

This article contains the following topics:

Prerequisites

Before you install device packs, confirm whether the following packages are installed:

• FTP or SFTP on the device server
• CA Performance Center (CA Performance Center)
• Data Aggregator
• Data Collector

For more information about how to install CA Performance Center and the data aggregator, see the respective installation
documents.
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Install Device Packs in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management 2.3.4 and later

You can install a device pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management 2.3.4 and later through the
DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI:
http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port>

Where <web-port> is the port number that is configured during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Installation and
<PrimaryMCMachine IP> is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system.

2. Type the login credentials.
NOTE
Confirm that the working environment is CA Performance Management.

3. Click the Device Packs node, and then select Install.
The Device Pack Selection dialog appears.

4. Perform one of the following steps:
– If the device pack to install is in the Device Pack repository that is shipped with the current release of DX NetOps

Mediation Manager, select Device Pack Repository.
– If the device pack to install is in the local system, click Browse and locate the device pack.

5. Select a device pack, and click Next.
Cert and Views of the selected device pack are deployed and the dialog to configure CAPM Presenter appears.

6. Specify the LocalController destination from the drop-down.
7. Provide the parameters in Global External Variables and Component Configuration.

IMPORTANT

• The PRESENTER_ID of the Engine must match with the COMPONENT_ID of the CAPM Presenter.
• To update the text in COMPONENT ID, append text or numeral with underscore. Do not modify the

existing text in COMPONENT ID.

NOTE
If you have already installed a CAPM Presenter, you can skip the CAPM Presenter installation by clearing
the check box at the top of the dialog. For more information about specific Device Pack configuration files,
see the corresponding Engine readme file by selecting ReadMe from the Web UI.

The polling time is defined in the fields, such as PERFORMANCE_POLL_RATE and
INVENTORY_POLL_RATE.
Format: Crontab format in which the time is specified in the seconds-minutes-hour order.
Examples:

*/30 * * specifies that polling occurs every 30 seconds.
* 5 * specifies that polling occurs at the fifth minute after an hour.
0 0 2,14 specifies that polling occurs at 2 A.M and 2 P.M.
- - - specifies that no polling is scheduled.

8. Provide the following parameters for tmp, logbase, and local in Cleanup Configuration to clean the files in the tmp,
logbase, and local directories, and then click Next:
expire
Specifies the time after which the file is deleted.
    Format: <number><s/m/h/d/y>
Where, s = second, m = month, h = hour, d = number of days, y = number of years
    Examples: 6s, 4m, 2h, 10d, or 1y
match
Specifies the matching string to be searched.
    Example: *.file
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achivePrefixSpecifies the prefix for the archived file.
achiveSuffix
Specifies the suffix for the archived file.

9. Provide the parameters for Engine, and then click Finish.
CAPM Presenter and Engine are deployed.

Back Up and Restore

Back Up and Restore DX NetOps MM

When you migrate DX NetOps MM, ensure that you back up the following DX NetOps MM files and restore them:

• /opt/CA/CAMM/MC/repository
• /opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<DevicePackName>/tmp/input/*

Back Up and Restore the Device Pack

Before you reinstall DX NetOps Mediation Manager or redeploy the MultiControllers, back up the device packs by
executing the cammBackup script. On executing the backup script, all files in the <Install_folder>/MC/repository folder are
backed up. By executing the cammRestore script, you can restore the device packs that are backed up.

WARNING

• The scripts work only on Linux and Solaris systems.
• Stop all device packs before executing the scripts.

Back up the Device Pack

Execute the following command in the system where MultiController is installed:

 ./cammBackup /<Destination_Folder>
 

Example: ./cammBackup /MC/repository

Restore the Backed up Device Packs

Execute the following command:

 ./cammRestore /<location and Name of the backedup files>
 

Example: ./cammRestore /tmp/cammBackup_2015_02_10_03_59_32.tar.gz

If you restore the device packs to a system other than from where it was backed up, ensure to rename the MultiController
or LocalController. So that they both are synchronized and work correctly.
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Upgrading
This section provides steps to upgrade DX NetOps Mediation Manager, upgrade a device in DX NetOps Mediation
Manager, and upgrade device packs in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management.

Upgrade DX NetOps Mediation Manager
Upgrade DX NetOps Mediation Manager when the latest release is available. Also, when you upgrade CA Performance
Management, check the compatibility matrix in System Requirements and, if needed, upgrade DX NetOps Mediation
Manager. If MultiController and LocalController are installed in discrete systems, upgrade the components in the following
order:

• Primary MultiController
• Secondary MultiController
• LocalController

Follow these steps:

1. Start the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation with the respective command based on your operating system:
– UNIX systems:

# $JAVA_HOME/bin/java  -jar CAMM-Installer-21.2.x.jar

– Windows systems:
a. Stop CAMM Components

%CAMM_HOME%/tools/stopall.bat

b. Insert the installation media and open Windows Explorer.
c. Locate and double-click the executable JAR file, CAMM-Installer-21.2.x.jar.

2. Click Next on the Welcome dialog.
3. Read the Important Information and click Next.
4. Review the licensing agreement and click Next.
5. Specify a target path to install DX NetOps Mediation Manager. Alternatively, click Choose to browse for a location.

NOTE

When installing on a Windows System, the default installation directory is C:\Program Files\CA\CAMM.

When installing on a Unix System (Linux or Solaris), the default installation directory is /opt/CA/CAMM.
6. Select Upgrade and click Next.
7. Review the upgrade summary and click Install to start the upgrade process.
8. Click Done.

NOTE
DX NetOps Mediation Manager starts before the installer exits.

The installer stops DX NetOps Mediation Manager and starts the upgrade process. All existing files are overwritten.
Files in the following folders are preserved:
– $CAMM_INSTALL_DIR/MC/repository
– $CAMM_INSTALL_DIR/Queue
– $CAMM_INSTALL_DIR/output
– $CAMM_INSTALL_DIR/COMPONENTS

NOTE
We recommend that you back up any custom scripts in the CAMM_INSTALL_DIR/tools folder.
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DX NetOps Mediation Manager is upgraded.
9. Navigate to $CAMM_HOME and review the upgraded installer information in the version.xml file. The content format in

the version.xml file is similar to the following format:
<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<CAMM-Version>

   <Current>

     <Version><21.2.x>/Version>

     <Revision><Installer revision number></Revision>

   </Current>

   <History>

      <Build>

         <Version>3.6.0 or 3.7.0 or 20.2.x</Version>

         <Revision>Installer revision number</Revision>

      </Build>

  </History>

</CAMM-Version>

Upgrade a Device Pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager
You can upgrade a device pack by using the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web Manager:
http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port>

Where <web-port > is the port number that is configured during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation, and
<PrimaryMCMachine IP> is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system.

2. Enter the login credentials.

NOTE
Confirm that the working environment is CA eHealth.

3. Click the Device Packs tab, select the subcomponent (Engine or Presenter) that you want to upgrade, and
click Upgrade.

4. Perform one of the following steps:
– If the Device Pack you want to upgrade is located in the Device Pack repository that is shipped with the current

release of DX NetOps Mediation Manager, select the Device Repository checkbox.
– If the Device Pack you want to upgrade is not located in the Device Pack repository and resides in the local system,

click Browse and locate the Device Pack.
5. From the LocalController drop-down, select the LocalController where you want to upgrade the Device Pack.
6. Select the ENGINE_<devicepack>.zip file that you want to upgrade and click Next.
7. Provide the configuration parameters in Global External Variables and Component Configuration for the Engine or

Presenter being upgraded.

NOTE
For more information about specific device pack configuration files, see the corresponding engine readme
file by selecting Readme from the Web UI.

8. Select Finish.
The device pack is upgraded.
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Upgrade Device Packs in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for
Performance Management
A device pack consists of Engine, Certification, and Views. Upgrade a device pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager
for CA Performance Management through the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI.

Upgrade using the Typical Option

Use the Typical option to upgrade Engine and the corresponding CERT and Views seamlessly.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web Manager:
http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port>

Where <web-port > is the port number that is configured during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation, and
<PrimaryMCMachine IP> is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system.

2. Enter the login credentials.

NOTE
Confirm that the working environment is CA Performance Management.

3. Click the Device Packs tab, select the Engine that you want to upgrade, and click Upgrade, Typical.
4. Select the Device Pack Repository check box, select a device pack, and click Next.

NOTE

Do no click the Browse button. If you click Browse, you have to manually upgrade the individual components.
5. Review the configuration parameters in Global External Variables and Component Configuration for the Presenter and

Engine being upgraded and update the new parameters.

WARNING

The PRESENTER_ID of the Engine must match with the COMPONENT_ID of the CAPM Presenter.

NOTE
In Global External Variables, the previously modified values for the existing parameters are preserved during
the upgrade. So, modify the values for the existing parameters, only if needed. However, the new parameters
are populated with the default values. So, modify the new values according to your requirement. To know the
new parameters, click ReadMe in the Web UI; the list of device pack configuration files that consists of the
parameters appear. Select DPInfo_<devicepack>.txt and click Open.

6. Click Finish.
The device pack is upgraded.

Upgrade using the Custom Option

Use the Custom option to upgrade, Engine, Presenter, CERT, and Views individually. This method is most suited for the
Presenter upgrade.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web Manager:
http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port>

Where <web-port > is the port number that is configured during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation, and
<PrimaryMCMachine IP> is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system.

2. Enter the login credentials.

NOTE
Confirm that the working environment is CA Performance Management.
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3. Click the Device Packs tab, select the Engine or Presenter that you want to upgrade, and click Upgrade, Custom.
4. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the Device Pack you want to upgrade is located in the Device Pack repository that is shipped with the current
release of DX NetOps Mediation Manager, select the Device Pack Upgrade check box and select a device pack.

– If the Device Pack you want to upgrade is not located in the Device Pack repository and resides in the local system,
click Browse, locate the device pack.

5. Click Engine, CERT, or View radio button and select the corresponding subcomponent, and click Next.
6. (Only for Presenter and Engine) Review the configuration parameters in Global External Variables and Component

Configuration for the subcomponent being upgraded and update the new parameters.

WARNING

The PRESENTER_ID of the Engine must match with the COMPONENT_ID of the CAPM Presenter.

NOTE
In Global External Variables, the previously modified values for the existing parameters are preserved during
the upgrade. So, modify the values for the existing parameters, only if needed. However, the new parameters
are populated with the default values. So, modify the new values according to your requirement. To know the
new parameters, click Help, DevicePacl ReadMe in the Web UI; the list of device pack configuration files that
consists of the parameters appear. Select DPInfo_<devicepack>.txt and click Open.

7. Click Finish.
The subcomponent is upgraded.

Migrating Device Pack
This section contains steps to migrate a device pack and self-monitoring device pack from one version of CA Performance
Management to another. To move the Engine from one LocalController to another, see the Moving Device Pack Engine
between LocalControllers section.

Limitation:
On account of limitations with the CA Performance Management, you cannot migrate a Presenter from a LocalController
in a Data Collector to another Local Controller in another Data Collector

Device Pack Migration
This section provides you the steps to migrate the device pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance
Management.

The following table provides the installer type available for DX NetOps Mediation Manager:

CA Infrastructure
Management 2.3.3 or older

CA Performance Management
2.3.4

CA Performance Management
2.4 and 2.5

CA Mediation Manager 2.2.5
or older

ems-installer-<version>.zip Not Compatible Not Compatible

CA Mediation Manager 2.2.6 ems-installer-<version>.zip CAMM-Installer-<version>.jar Not Compatible
CA Mediation Manager 2.4
and 2.5

ems-installer-<version>.zip CAMM-Installer-<version>.jar CAMM-Installer-<version>.jar

When you  upgrade DX NetOps Mediation Manager without upgrading CA Infrastructure Management or CA Performance
Management releases,  there is no need for migration of device packs. [Schematically, you move vertically down in the
table.]

When you upgrade CA Performance Manager with or without upgrading DX NetOps Mediation Manager, you need to
migrate the device pack. [Schematically, you move horizontally right-side in the table.]

The two possible scenarios and the device pack migration process are follows:
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Scenario1: Upgrade CA Infrastructure Management r2.3.3 to CA Performance Management r2.5
Perform the following steps:

1. Install DX NetOps Mediation Manager 21.2.
2. Execute the migratePMtoCAMM script to migrate the engine. Execute the script in the machine where Data Collector

is installed. The script is available at <CAMM_Install_Folder>/tools. For the step-by-step instructions, see the Migrate
Device Pack Generated by the Device Pack Generator  or Migrate Device Pack Existing in the Repository section.

3. Stop the Data Aggregator.
4. Execute the camm-tools-cert-migration-<version>-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.jar script to migrate the

certifications. The script is packaged with the Data Aggregator file (CA_DA_<version>_Linux.tar.gz).  To execute the
script, unzip CA_DA_<version>_Linux.tar.gz, which you download from the CA Performance Management page in CA
Support Site. For more information, see CA Performance Management documentation.

5. Upgrade CA Infrastructure Management r2.3.3 to CA Performance Management r2.5. Refer to CA Performance
Management 2.5 installation document.

6. Start the migrated device pack from DX NetOps Mediation Manger Web UI.

Scenario2: Upgrade CA Performance Management r2.3.4 to CA Performance Management r2.5
Perform the following step:

1. Stop the Data Aggregator.
2. Execute the camm-tools-cert-migration-<version>-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.jar script to migrate the

certifications. The script is packaged with the Data Aggregator file (CA_DA_<version>_Linux.tar.gz).  To execute the
script, unzip CA_DA_<version>_Linux.tar.gz, which you download from the CA Performance Management page in CA
Support Site. For more information, see CA Performance Management documentation.

3. Upgrade CA Performance Management r2.3.4 to CA Performance Management r2.5. Refer to CA Performance
Management 2.5 installation document.

4. Upgrade DX NetOps Mediation Manager to release 21.2.

NOTE

To migrate the self-monitoring device pack, follow the instructions in the Self-Monitoring Device Pack Migration
section.

Verify Prerequisites

Before you migrate the device packs, confirm that the following criteria are met:

1. The installed version of CA Infrastructure Management is Release 2.3.3 or earlier.
2. The CA Performance Management 2.3.4 or later installation file is available.
3. DX NetOps Mediation Manager Release 21.2 is installed. A MultiController is installed on a dedicated server within the

CA Infrastructure Management environment.
4. A LocalController is installed in every Data Collector that has a device pack installed.
5. Perform the following steps to check if IP address of the system in which the LocalController is installed appears in the

runtime.xml file:
a. Open the runtime.xml file from $CAMM_INSTALL/LC.
b. Check if IP address is mentioned against the “myAddress” attribute.
c. If IP address is not mentioned, replace the hostname with IP address and save the file.

Migrate Device Pack Generated by the Device Pack Generator

Migrate the device packs that are generated by the device pack generator by using the migratePMtoCAMM script.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the host where Data Collector is installed.
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2. Navigate to $CAMM_INSTALL_DIR/tools.
3. Execute the migratePMtoCAMM migration script.

The options to execute the migration script appear.
4. Execute the migratePMtoCAMM migration script with the option “d”
5. Type the device pack to migrate and press Enter.

The device pack migrates successfully.

NOTE

The successfully migrated device pack is listed in Web UI. If the device pack is not available in Web UI or
any error message is in the migration script output, please contact CA Support.

6. Upgrade the current version of CA Infrastructure Management to CA Performance Management 2.3.4 or later.
7. In CAMM Web UI, Click Device Packs and the Advanced option of the migrated device pack.
8. Select Repository, Control, and open the <DevicePackName>-Inventory.xml file in deviceConfig.
9. Confirm that “<Type>com.torokina.tim.plugin.inventory.InventoryListUpdateFunction</Type>“ is a single statement in

<Acquisition desc="Inventory Update"> tag
10. Save <DevicePackName>-Inventory.xml file.
11. Start the device pack Engine followed by CAPM Presenter from the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI.

WARNING

If the device pack did not start, contact CA Support.

Migrate Device Pack Existing in the Repository

Execute the migratePMtoCAMM script to migrate the device packs. Execute the script on every Data Collector where a
device pack is installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the host where Data Collector is installed.
2. Navigate to $CAMM_INSTALL_DIR/tools.
3. Execute the migratePMtoCAMM migration script.

The options to execute the migration script appear.
4. Execute the migratePMtoCAMM migration script with one of the following options: a, d, or t

NOTE

To migrate the CANECeNodeB, CACRBT, or CACRBTUSER device pack, execute the script with the option
d.

5. Specify the device pack to migrate.
6. (For Test mode) Do one of the following steps:

– To install the device pack Engine in the system where migratePMtoCAMM was executed, do the following step:
• Copy the Engine_<devicepack>.zip file from MigratedIMDevicepacks directory and manually deploy in the

system where the corresponding LocalController is running.
– To install the device pack Engine in a system where migratePMtoCAMM was not executed, do the following steps:

• Copy the files in the <CAMM_Install dir>/Components directory in the system where migratePMtoCAMM was
executed.

• Log in to the other system where you want to install the device pack Engine.
• Create the Engine_<devicepack> directory in the <CAMM_Install dir>/Components directory.
• Paste the copied files in the Engine_<devicepack> directory.

7. Upgrade the current version of CA Infrastructure Management to CA Performance Management 2.3.4 or later.
8. (For Test mode) Follow one of the steps to install CAPM Presenter. But, do not start the CAPM Presenter.
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– Copy the Presenter zip file from MigratedIMDevicepacks directory and install it in the LocalController that is on Data
Collector.

– Install CAPM Presenter from the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI.

WARNING

The PRESENTER_ID of the Engine must match with the COMPONENT_ID of the CAPM Presenter.

The number of CAPM Presenters depends on the number of complex device packs. If the amount of
data to be processed is very large, the performance of the single CAPM Presenter is impacted. For the
workaround, see the Frequently Asked Questions section.

9. (For Test and Deploy modes) Start the device pack Engine followed by CAPM Presenter from the DX NetOps
Mediation Manager Web UI.

WARNING

If the device pack did not start, contact CA Support.

Self-Monitoring Device Pack Migration
You should migrate the self-monitoring device pack through the Web UI if you migrate the device pack from CA
Infrastructure Management 2.3.3 and earlier to CA Performance Management 2.3.4 and above as specified in the Device
Pack Migration section.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the DX NetOps Mediation Manager web UI:
http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port>
Where <web-port> is the port number that is configured during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Installation and
<PrimaryMCMachine IP> is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system.

2. Enter your login credentials.
3. Make sure that you are in the CA Performance Management environment.
4. Select Device Packs from the DX NetOps MM Cluster node in the Dashboard.
5. Select Install.

The Device Pack Installation dialog appears.
6. Specify the destination from the LocalController drop-down.
7. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the device pack to install is in the Device Pack repository that is shipped with the current release of DX
NetOps Mediation Manager, select Device Pack Repository.

– If the device pack to install is in the local system, click Browse and locate the device pack.
8. Select ENGINE_ CAMM_IM_SelfMonitoring.zip and click Next.

Cert and Views of the selected device pack are deployed and the dialog to configure CAPM Presenter appears.
9. Provide the parameters in Global External Variables and Component Configuration and click Next.

WARNING

- The PRESENTER_ID of the Engine must match with the COMPONENT_ID of the CAPM Presenter.
- To update the text in COMPONENT ID, append text or numeral with underscore. Do not modify the existing
text in COMPONENT ID.

NOTE

If you already installed a CAPM Presenter, you can skip the CAPM Presenter installation by clearing the
check box at the top of the dialog. For more information about specific Device Pack configuration files, see
the corresponding Engine readme file by selecting ReadMe from the Web UI.
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CAPM Presenter and Engine are deployed.
10. Click Finish when the installation is complete.

The self-monitoring device pack is migrated.
11. Start CAMM_IM_SelfMonitoring from the Web UI.
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Using
Use the Web Manager to select an environment that is integrated with DX NetOps Mediation Manager and to manage
the components and device packs deployed. Check the browser requirement in the Release Notes section to know the
browser compatibility.

How to access and use DX NetOps Mediation Manager?

• To start the application, type http://<PrimaryMCMachineIP>:<web-port> in a browser.Where <PrimaryMCMachine IP>
is the IP address or hostname of the primary MultiController system, <web-port> is the port number that is configured
during the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation. Default: 8080.

• To log in the application, type the login credentials and click LOG IN.
User ID: admin; Password: camm

• To manage the components or device packs or to modify the settings, click the corresponding tabs.
• To log out the application, click Log Out at the top right-corner.

Select Environment, Language, and Help
Contents

Environment Selection

The data that are collected and processed by DX NetOps Mediation Manager is rendered in another environment. CA
eHealth and CA Performance Management are the two environments that can be integrated with DX NetOps Mediation
Manager. The options in the  Web interface dependDX NetOps Mediation Manager on the environment selected.

You are prompted to select the environment when you log in to the web interface for the first time. However, you can
change or update the environment anytime.

Selecting the Environment

After you install DX NetOps Mediation Manager, perform the following steps to select an environment.

1. Launch DX NetOps Mediation Manager and click the environment name that appears at the top-right corner.
2. Select the environment.
3. (for CA Performance Management) Specify the CA Performance Center details.
4. Click Save.

Changing or Updating the Environment

The name of the current environment appears at the top-right corner of the Management tab. To change the existing
environment in which DX NetOps Mediation Manager is installed or to update the parameters of the environment, click the
environment name and specify the parameters.

NOTE

When no environment is selected, Change/Update Environment appears on the top-right corner.

Language Selection

DX NetOps Mediation Manager supports the following languages:
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• Chinese Simplified
• Chinese Traditional
• English
• French
• Japanese

Changing the Language

The name of the current language appears at the top-right corner of the Web UI. To change the existing language in which
DX NetOps Mediation Manager is installed, click the language and select a new language from the dialog.

Open API

The API link redirects to the page that has instructions to perform the following read-only operations using REST over
HTTP:

• GET the installed and supported device packs

• GET the discovered devices

• GET the last performance poll data

Help Selection

DX NetOps Mediation Manager provides link to access the device pack information file [DPInfo file] and also three
channels to resolve their issues - Wiki, Support, and Communities.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Help at the top-right corner.
2. Select one of the following options:

a. Click DX NetOps MM Wiki to access DX NetOps Mediation Manager documentation in Wiki.
b. Click Device Pack ReadMe to access the DPInfo file.
c. Click About DX NetOps MM to access CA Support site and DX NetOps Mediation Manager user communities.

Manage Controllers
MultiController (MC) and LocalController (LC) are the two controllers that manage the environment configuration. Use this
page to start, monitor, or stop the controllers.

The following information describes the options in the Controllers tab of the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI:

Start or StopStarts or stops a LocalController or MultiController. To start or stop a controller, select the corresponding
check box of the controller, and click Start or Stop.

RefreshRefreshes the page and not individual controllers.

GroupGroups the controllers that are based on the selected criteria. To group the controllers, click Group and select a
criteria from the drop-down.

LoggerDisplays the logs. To view the log details of a controller, click the

(Logging) icon that is available in the corresponding row.

(Advanced)
Provides performance metrics for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and the system where the controller is running.
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SubscribeRecords the log. This button appears in the Logging area when you click

for a particular controller.

ClearClears the log. This button appears in the Logging area when you click

for a particular controller.

FocusPins the logging area. This button appears in the Logging area when you click

for a particular controller.

OptionsProvides options to change the settings that are done in My Settings page for the Logging section.

Manage Device Packs
Device Pack collect information from a non-SNMP device and forward it to the Network Management System. Use this
page to install, start, monitor, upgrade, manage, stop, or remove a device pack in your system.

The following information describes the options in the Device Packs tab of the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI:

Install or Remove

Installs or removes the device packs from the existing repository. The default path that is used during the installation is
$CAMM_HOME/MC/repository/device packs. If you used a different path during the installation, browse and select your
device pack path.

To install a subcomponent, click Install, and specify the options in the Device Pack Configuration dialog.

To remove a subcomponent, click the corresponding check box of the subcomponent and click Remove.

Upgrade

Upgrades the version of the device pack.

To upgrade a subcomponent, click the corresponding check box of the subcomponent and click Upgrade.

Move

Moves the Engine from one LocalController to another.

Refresh

Reloads the page. It does not refresh the individual subcomponent.

GroupGroups the controllers that are based on the selected criteria. To group the controllers, click Group and select a
criteria from the drop-down.

LoggerDisplays the logs. To view the log details of a controller, click the

(Logging) icon that is available in the corresponding row.

(Advanced)
Provides performance metrics for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and the system where the controller is running.

SubscribeRecords the log. This button appears in the Logging area when you click

for a particular controller.
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ClearClears the log. This button appears in the Logging area when you click

for a particular controller.

FocusPins the logging area. This button appears in the Logging area when you click

for a particular controller.

OptionsProvides options to change the settings that are done in My Settings page for the Logging section.

Move Device Pack Engine

Use the Move feature to move a device pack Engine from one LocalController to another.

Follow these steps:

1. Select one or multiple Engines and click Stop.
2. Click Move, specify the LocalController as new destination, and click Move.
3. Do one of the following steps:

– In the destination LocalController, if you want to prevent the download and process of the already polled data,
continue from Step 4.

– In the destination LocalController, if downloading and processing the already polled data is acceptable, continue
from Step 7.

4. Browse to the following location in the destination LocalController: /opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/
ENGINE_<devicepack name>

5. Create the tmp, input, performance, and inventory folders in the following order:
/opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<devicepack name>/tmp/input/performance
/opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<devicepack name>/tmp/input/inventory

6. Cut the .historyFile.inventory from the following locations in the source LocalController and paste them in the
corresponding folders [created in step 5] in the destination LocalControllers:
/opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<devicepack name>/tmp/input/performance
/opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<devicepack name>/tmp/input/inventory

WARNING

Perform steps 4 through 6 before the next poll. After the poll, the tmp, input, performance, and inventory
folders are created automatically and the previous history files are downloaded causing unwanted memory
usage.

7. Select the moved Engine in the Manage Device Packs tab and click Start.

Manage Settings
Launch the Web UI, click My Settings, and use the options to specify the settings to establish connection, collect logs, and
send notification messages.

Connection

Use the following parameters to specify the settings to establish connection between MultiController and device:

RetriesSpecifies the number of times MultiController attempts to connect the server.

IntervalSpecifies the time lag between the two attempts.

Logging

Use the following parameters to specify the settings for recording the logs:
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Refresh RateSpecifies how frequent the log page refreshes.

Buffer SizeSpecifies the character size of the log page.

Max Line NumberSpecifies the maximum line number to be accommodated in log.

Syntax HighlightIndicates if a syntax that appears in the log to be highlighted in different color.

Notification

Use the settings in the Notification area to continuously monitor the components and receive alerts when an anomaly is
detected. For every component, you can select the anomaly for which you need notification. When an anomaly occurs,
you will receive an email that contains the possible cause and solution.

Use the following parameters to receive notification if anomalies are detected in the DX NetOps Mediation Manager
components:

Server Properties

Contains the following details of the server.

SMTP Server Address
Specifies the hostname or IP address of the SMTP server.

SMTP Server Port
Specifies the port to use for SMTP requests.

Email To
Specifies the primary email addresses to which the generated alert messages are sent. Separate multiple addresses by
comma.
Format: user1@mydomain.com, user2@mydomain.com

Email CC
(Optional) Specifies the secondary email addresses to which the generated alert messages are sent. Separate multiple
addresses by comma.
Format: username1@mydomain.com, username2@mydomain.com

Email From
(Optional) Specifies the email address from which the alert messages are sent to the addresses listed in Email To and
Email CC. If no address is specified, email will be sent from the CAMM_Notification@ca.com address.
Format: sendername@mydomain.com

Enable Authentication
(Optional) Select the check box if the email server provided needs any authentication.

Username
Specifies a username to use when the email server challenges an SMTP request.

Password
Specifies a password to use when the email server challenges an SMTP request. The SMTP Username parameter is
required.

Test
Tests the server details by sending an autogenerated email.

WARNING
Proceed further only if the test is successful.

DX NetOps MM Components

Lists the DX NetOps Mediation Manager components. Expand a node and click a component. From the <component
name> Anomalies dialog, select the following anomalies:
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MC stopped Notifies when the MultiController stopped working.

Error file created Notifies when an error file is created. The file contains “STD-OUT” or “STD-ERROR”. This file contains
error messages, such as any third-party-library errors, that cannot be logged in regular log file.

Exception or error message is logged Notifies about an event that affects the natural functioning of the component and
error message is logged.

Engine stopped Notifies when the Engine stopped working.

LC stopped Notifies when the LocalController stopped working.

Presenter stopped Notifies when the Presenter stopped working.

DX NetOps MM DC stopped Notifies when the Data Controller stopped working.

DX NetOps MM DC Queue size growing Notifies when the threshold limit of the Data Collector file collection is
exceeded.
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Programming
DX NetOps Mediation Manager data can be classified as the data that are collected from the non-SNMP devices and the
data that are processed by the DX NetOps Mediation Manager components. These data are stored in corresponding XML
files. Though you can manually access the files from the system where DX NetOps Mediation Manager is installed, it is
not recommended. So, the files are accessed through the Web-based UI to know the product status or to perform various
operations.

API using REST over HTTP can be used only for DX NetOps Mediation Manager for CA Performance Management. This
feature helps in sharing the data among applications and easily integrating with Network Management System [NMS].

You can use API for the following purposes:

• Read the list of all supported device packs
• Read the default configuration of device pack components
• Read the list of all installed components
• Read the data from installed components
• Installing components
• Upgrading components
• Start or Stop the components

Access API using REST over HTTP

The URL and the other information are as follows:

API Hyperlink

• If you are logged in DX NetOps Mediation Manager, click the API hyperlink on the top-right corner.
• Follow the instructions in the home page.

API Usage

In DX NetOps Mediation Manager 2.5, only the GET method is supported for OpenAPI. The services that are provided
through the GET method can also be accessed through a browser.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your web browser and navigate to the following address: http://<base URL>/<relative URL>
base URL: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest
relative url: See the Supported Services for the list of relative URLs.

2. Type the login credentials, which is same as that of DX NetOps Mediation Manager Web UI.

NOTE
Alternatively, to communicate with the DX NetOps Mediation Manager API, create the REST client
application or use any tool that contains the REST client functionality.

Supported Services

The supported services and the corresponding relative URLs are as follows:

Service Description Relative URL
Get installed device packs /devicepacks
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Get supported device packs /devicepacks/all
Get all discovered devices by one device pack /devicepacks/<id>/devices
Get performance poll data of one device packs within this range /devicepacks/<id>/data/performance

Example: http://<PrimaryMCHostName>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/devicepacks

Read the List of all Supported Device Packs
You can get the list of all the supported device packs in the CA Performance Management environment. This section
provides you sample request URL and the corresponding response.

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.

HTTP Method: GET

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<CAMM_WEB_PORT>/tim-web/rest/devicepacks

For the given scenario:   http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/devicepacks

Sample response

<response url="/devicepacks" version="2.x.y.z">

  <devicepacks>

      <devicepack id="CAMM_IM_SelfMonitoring"/>

      <devicepack id="CARuckus"/>

      <devicepack id="CAVISP_VSEP"/>

      <devicepack id="CACiscoStarentGGSN"/>

      <devicepack id="CAZTESSS"/>

      <devicepack id="CAVmamsa"/>

      <devicepack id="CAAcmePacketSBC"/>

      <devicepack id="CAAlcatelPresence"/>

      <devicepack id="CACRBTUSER"/>

      <devicepack id="CAStarentSGSN"/>

      <devicepack id="CADatacollector"/>

      <devicepack id="CAALU7750HRU"/>
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      <devicepack id="CACiscoASR5000EDR"/>

      <devicepack id="CAAlcatel5620Sam_v11R5"/>

      <devicepack id="CANortelSSL"/>

      <devicepack id="CACitrixAR"/>

      <devicepack id="CANECeNodeB"/>

      <devicepack id="CAAlcatelEPC"/>

      <devicepack id="CAJuniperERX"/>

      <devicepack id="StarentEMS_All"/>

      <devicepack id="CAZTEMSC"/>

      <devicepack id="CANSNHLR"/>

      <devicepack id="CAFlashNetworks"/>

      <devicepack id="CAAlcatel5620Sam"/>

      <devicepack id="CAEricssonSGW"/>

      <devicepack id="CACiscoASR5000"/>

      <devicepack id="CANetAppFiler"/>

      <devicepack id="CANortelBCPOM"/>

      <devicepack id="CACRBT"/>

      <devicepack id="CASIAENMS5UX"/>

      <devicepack id="CAMNS"/>

      <devicepack id="CANokiaIMS"/>

      <devicepack id="CAZTEAGCF"/>

      <devicepack id="CAAlcatelXMSIMS"/>

      <devicepack id="CACiscoCallManager"/>

      <devicepack id="CAComverseInsight"/>
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      <devicepack id="CATekelekDSR"/>

      <devicepack id="CAMetaswitchCluster"/>

      <devicepack id="CAEricssonSGSN"/>

      <devicepack id="CAALUDSRSDM"/>

      <devicepack id="CANSNLBS"/>

      <devicepack id="CAALUCP"/>

      <devicepack id="CAEricssonMME"/>

      <devicepack id="CAEXFOBrixWorx"/>

      <devicepack id="CAHuaweiU2000PTN"/>

      <devicepack id="CANortelMS2000"/>

      <devicepack id="CAZTEMGW"/>

      <devicepack id="CAGuavus"/>

      <devicepack id="CATekalecPCRF"/>

      <devicepack id="CAOpenetPCRF"/>

      <devicepack id="CAZTESBC"/>

      <devicepack id="StarentEMS"/>

      <devicepack id="CANortelUSP"/>

      <devicepack id="CAInsight"/>

      <devicepack id="CACamiantMPE"/>

      <devicepack id="CAEricssonSoO"/>

      <devicepack id="CAAlcateleNodeB"/>

      <devicepack id="CAPEStats"/>

      <devicepack id="CAGenBandGateway"/>

      <devicepack id="CAServiceOverMicroWave"/>

      <devicepack id="CAHuaweiU2000WDM"/>
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      <devicepack id="CAHuaweiCloud"/>

      <devicepack id="CAALUSA"/>

      <devicepack id="CAZTECSCF"/>

      <devicepack id="CANortelSST"/>

      <devicepack id="CANortelBCPPM"/>

      <devicepack id="CANortelGWC"/>

  </devicepacks>

  <status>

      <code>200</code>

      <message>Success!</message>

  </status>

</response>

Read the List of all Installed Components
You can get the list of installed components in the CA Performance Management environment. This section provides you
sample request URL and the corresponding response.

HTTP Method: GET

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• PRESENTER_CAPM, ENGINE_CAMM_IM_SelfMonitoring, and ENGINE_CAGuavus are installed.

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components

Sample response

<response url="/components" version="2.x.y.z">

    <devicepacks>

        <devicepack id="PRESENTER_CAPM"/>
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        <devicepack id="ENGINE_CAMM_IM_SelfMonitoring"/>

        <devicepack id="ENGINE_CAGuavus"/>

    </devicepacks>

    <status>

        <code>200</code>

        <message>Success!</message>

    </status>

</response>

GET the Last Performance Poll Data
You can get the details of all the last performance poll data of a device pack in the CA Performance Management
environment. This section provides you sample request URL and the corresponding response.

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• CAGuavus device pack is installed.

Request URL

Format: http://<PrimaryMCHostName>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/<id>/data/performance

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/CAGuavus/data/performance

Sample response

<response url="/devicepacks/CAGuavus/data/performance" version="2.5.0.208">
  <data>
    <performance id="CAGuavus">
      <root deviceType="CAGuavus" pollId="ENGINE_CAGuavus-1429692600878">
        <group>
          <TIM-Device>Guavus_MIDM</TIM-Device>
          <TIM-deviceIP/>
          <TIM-Branch>Guavus_SAP</TIM-Branch>
          <TIM-BranchDescr>MIDM</TIM-BranchDescr>
          <TIM-utc>1429691700</TIM-utc>
          <TIM-Delta>600</TIM-Delta>
          <DATA-SAP_SubscriberIB_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_SubscriberIB_DC_volume>
          <DATA-MIDM_total_duration>0</DATA-MIDM_total_duration>
          <DATA-Memory_utilization>0</DATA-Memory_utilization>
          <DATA-MIDM_aggregated_data_total_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_aggregated_data_total_volume>
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          <DATA-MIDM_enriched_data_DC_volume>0</DATA-MIDM_enriched_data_DC_volume>
          <DATA-Hadoop>0</DATA-Hadoop>
          <DATA-Syslog_records_data_volume>0</DATA-Syslog_records_data_volume>
          <DATA-MIDM_data_processing_DC_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_processing_DC_duration>
          <DATA-MIDM_aggregated_data_DC_volume>0</DATA-MIDM_aggregated_data_DC_volume>
          <DATA-CPU_utilization>0</DATA-CPU_utilization>
          <DATA-Insta_status>0</DATA-Insta_status>
          <DATA-MIDM_data_transfer_total_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_transfer_total_duration>
          <DATA-MIDM_data_processing_total_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_processing_total_duration>
          <DATA-Arcsight_record_data_volume>0</DATA-Arcsight_record_data_volume>
          <DATA-Node_status>0</DATA-Node_status>
          <DATA-Nodes_in_Hadoop>0</DATA-Nodes_in_Hadoop>
          <DATA-MIDM_enriched_data_total_volume>0</DATA-MIDM_enriched_data_total_volume>
          <DATA-HDFS_utilization>0</DATA-HDFS_utilization>
          <DATA-SAP_PilotPacket_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_PilotPacket_DC_volume>
          <DATA-MIDM_data_transfer_DC_duration>0</DATA-MIDM_data_transfer_DC_duration>
          <DATA-SAP_IPFIX_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_IPFIX_DC_volume>
          <DATA-Load_usage>0</DATA-Load_usage>
        </group>
      </root>
    </performance>
  </data>
  <status>
    <code>200</code>
    <message>Success!</message>
  </status>
</response>

Read the Default Configuration of Device Pack Components
You can get the Engine or Presenter configuration supported in the CA Performance Management environment. This
section provides you sample request URL and the corresponding response.

HTTP Verb: GET

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.

Get Configuration of the Supported Engine

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/devicepack/<devicePackID>/engine/configuration

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/CAGuavus/engine/configuration
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Sample response

<response url="/devicepacks/CAGuavus/engine/configuration" version="2.x.y.z">

    <status>

        <code>200</code>

    <message>Success!</message>

    </status>

    <variables>

        <variable id="PRESENTER_ID">PRESENTER_CAPM</variable>

        <variable id="SCP_OR_SFTP">SFTP</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_IP_LIST">[cammsim.ca.com]</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_USERNAME">simuser</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_PASSWORD">ca123</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_BASEDIRECTORY">/export/troptest-vm1/Simulations/QA/CAGuavus/Bulkstats</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_INV_MAX_DOWNLOAD">8</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_INV_MAX_BATCHSIZE">4</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_PERF_MAX_DOWNLOAD">8</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_PERF_MAX_BATCHSIZE">4</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_FILE_PATTERN">.*.*</variable>

        <variable id="MAX_THREADS">4</variable>

        <variable id="INVENTORY_POLL_RATE">0 0 1</variable>

        <variable id="PERFORMANCE_POLL_RATE">0 */5 *</variable>

        <variable id="HOSTNAMECHANGE_ENFORCED">false</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_IGNORE_HISTORY">false</variable>

        <variable id="UNWANTED_DEVICE_LIST"/>

        <variable id="UNWANTED_BRANCH_LIST">TIM-XXXX</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_SSHKEYFILE"/>

        <variable id="EMS_PASS_PHRASE"/>

        <variable id="EMS_KNOWNHOSTS"/>

        <variable id="EMS_IGNORE_INCOMPLETEFILES">false</variable>

        <variable id="EXCLUDE_DIR_PATTERN"/>

    </variables>

</response>

Get the Configuration of the Supported Presenter

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/<devicePackID>/presenter/configuration

For the given scenario:    http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/CAGuavus/presenter/configuration

Sample response

<response url="/devicepacks/CAGuavus/presenter/configuration" version="2.x.y.z">

    <status>

        <code>200</code>

        <message>Success!</message>

    </status>

    <variables>

        <variable id="OUTPUT_DIRECTORY">/opt/IMDataCollector/apache-karaf/MediationCenter</variable>

        <variable id="MAX_THREADS">4</variable>

    </variables>

</response>
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Read the Data from Installed Components
You can get data, such as the discovered devices, poll data, and Engine and Presenter configurations for the device
packs installed in the CA Performance Management environment. This section provides you sample request URL and the
corresponding response.

HTTP Method: GET

Get the Discovered Devices

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• CAGuavus device pack is installed.

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components/<componentID>/data/inventory

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components /CAGuavus /data/inventory

Sample response

 <response url="/components/ENGINE_CAGuavus/data/inventory" version="2.x.y.z">
     <data>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_AZUSCA21NSA_A_GV_HPC7_20"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_FSLAB"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_AZUSCA21NSA_A_GV_HPC7_21"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_MIDM"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_ALL_DC"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvsgp1"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvuip2"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvuip1"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvsgp2"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvccp2"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvccp1"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvcnp1"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvcmp2"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvcmp1"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_SANMATEO"/>
         <inventory id="CAGuavus:Guavus_smlabgvcnp2"/>
     </data>
     <status>
         <code>200</code>
         <message>Success!</message>
     </status>
 </response>
 

Get the Last Performance Poll Data

Scenario:
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• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• CAGuavus device pack is installed.

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components/<Component_Id>/data/performance

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components/CAGuavus/data/performance

Sample response

 <response url="/components/ENGINE_CAGuavus/data/performance" version="2.x.y.z">
     <data>
         <performance id="ENGINE_CAGuavus">
         <root deviceType="CAGuavus" pollId="ENGINE_CAGuavus-1439205000576">
             <group>
                 <TIM-Device>Guavus_smlabgvcnp1</TIM-Device>
                 <TIM-deviceIP/>
                 <TIM-Branch>Guavus_SAP</TIM-Branch>
                 <TIM-BranchDescr>smlabgvcnp1</TIM-BranchDescr>
                 <TIM-utc>1439204100</TIM-utc>
                 <TIM-Delta>900</TIM-Delta>
                 <DATA-Arcsight_record_data_volume>0</DATA-Arcsight_record_data_volume>
                 <DATA-MIDM_data_processing_DC_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_processing_DC_duration>
                 <DATA-MIDM_enriched_data_total_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_enriched_data_total_volume>
                 <DATA-MIDM_aggregated_data_DC_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_aggregated_data_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-Hadoop>0</DATA-Hadoop>
                 <DATA-SAP_SubscriberIB_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_SubscriberIB_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-Insta_status>0</DATA-Insta_status>
                 <DATA-MIDM_data_transfer_DC_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_transfer_DC_duration>
                 <DATA-Memory_utilization>0</DATA-Memory_utilization>
                 <DATA-MIDM_data_processing_total_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_processing_total_duration>
                 <DATA-HDFS_utilization>0</DATA-HDFS_utilization>
                 <DATA-MIDM_aggregated_data_total_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_aggregated_data_total_volume>
                 <DATA-MIDM_data_transfer_total_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_transfer_total_duration>
                 <DATA-MIDM_enriched_data_DC_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_enriched_data_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-Load_usage>0</DATA-Load_usage>
                 <DATA-MIDM_total_duration>0</DATA-MIDM_total_duration>
                 <DATA-Node_status>0</DATA-Node_status>
                 <DATA-SAP_PilotPacket_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_PilotPacket_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-CPU_utilization>0</DATA-CPU_utilization>
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                 <DATA-SAP_IPFIX_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_IPFIX_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-Syslog_records_data_volume>0</DATA-Syslog_records_data_volume>
                 <DATA-Nodes_in_Hadoop>0</DATA-Nodes_in_Hadoop>
             </group>
 .
 .
 .
 .
 .
             <group>
                 <TIM-Device>Guavus_smlabgvuip2</TIM-Device>
                 <TIM-deviceIP/>
                 <TIM-Branch>Guavus_SAP</TIM-Branch>
                 <TIM-BranchDescr>smlabgvuip2</TIM-BranchDescr>
                 <TIM-utc>1439204040</TIM-utc>
                 <TIM-Delta>300</TIM-Delta>
                 <DATA-Arcsight_record_data_volume>0</DATA-Arcsight_record_data_volume>
                 <DATA-MIDM_data_processing_DC_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_processing_DC_duration>
                 <DATA-MIDM_enriched_data_total_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_enriched_data_total_volume>
                 <DATA-MIDM_aggregated_data_DC_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_aggregated_data_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-Hadoop>0</DATA-Hadoop>
                 <DATA-SAP_SubscriberIB_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_SubscriberIB_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-Insta_status>0</DATA-Insta_status>
                 <DATA-MIDM_data_transfer_DC_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_transfer_DC_duration>
                 <DATA-Memory_utilization>0.16</DATA-Memory_utilization>
                 <DATA-MIDM_data_processing_total_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_processing_total_duration>
                 <DATA-HDFS_utilization>0</DATA-HDFS_utilization>
                 <DATA-MIDM_aggregated_data_total_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_aggregated_data_total_volume>
                 <DATA-MIDM_data_transfer_total_duration>0</DATA-
MIDM_data_transfer_total_duration>
                 <DATA-MIDM_enriched_data_DC_volume>0</DATA-
MIDM_enriched_data_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-Load_usage>0</DATA-Load_usage>
                 <DATA-MIDM_total_duration>0</DATA-MIDM_total_duration>
                 <DATA-Node_status>0</DATA-Node_status>
                 <DATA-SAP_PilotPacket_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_PilotPacket_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-CPU_utilization>32.34</DATA-CPU_utilization>
                 <DATA-SAP_IPFIX_DC_volume>0</DATA-SAP_IPFIX_DC_volume>
                 <DATA-Syslog_records_data_volume>0</DATA-Syslog_records_data_volume>
                 <DATA-Nodes_in_Hadoop>0</DATA-Nodes_in_Hadoop>
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             </group>
         </root>
         </performance>
     </data>
     <status>
         <code>200</code>
         <message>Success!</message>
     </status>
 </response>
 

Get the Configuration of the Installed Engine

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• CAGuavus device pack is installed.

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components/<component_Id>/data/configuration

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components/ENGINE_CAGuavus/data/configuration

Sample response

<response url="/components/ENGINE_CAGuavus/data/configuration" version="2.x.y.z">

    <status>

        <code>200</code>

        <message>Success!</message>

    </status>

    <variables>

        <variable id="PRESENTER_ID">PRESENTER_CAPM</variable>

        <variable id="SCP_OR_SFTP">SFTP</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_IP_LIST">[cammsim.ca.com]</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_USERNAME">simuser</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_PASSWORD">ca123</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_BASEDIRECTORY">/export/troptest-vm1/Simulations/QA/CAGuavus/Bulkstats</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_INV_MAX_DOWNLOAD">8</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_INV_MAX_BATCHSIZE">4</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_PERF_MAX_DOWNLOAD">8</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_PERF_MAX_BATCHSIZE">4</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_FILE_PATTERN">.*.*</variable>

        <variable id="MAX_THREADS">4</variable>

        <variable id="INVENTORY_POLL_RATE">0 0 1</variable>

        <variable id="PERFORMANCE_POLL_RATE">0 */5 *</variable>

        <variable id="HOSTNAMECHANGE_ENFORCED">false</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_IGNORE_HISTORY">false</variable>

        <variable id="UNWANTED_DEVICE_LIST"/>

        <variable id="UNWANTED_BRANCH_LIST">TIM-XXXX</variable>

        <variable id="EMS_SSHKEYFILE"/>

        <variable id="EMS_PASS_PHRASE"/>

        <variable id="EMS_KNOWNHOSTS"/>
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        <variable id="EMS_IGNORE_INCOMPLETEFILES">false</variable>

        <variable id="EXCLUDE_DIR_PATTERN"/>

        <variable id="MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE">2048</variable>

    </variables>

</response>

Get the Configuration of the Installed Presenter

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• PRESENTER_CAPM is installed.

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components/<component_id>/data/configuration

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components/PRESENTER_CAPM/data/configuration

Sample response

 <response url="/components/PRESENTER_CAPM/data/configuration" version="2.x.y.z">
     <status>
         <code>200</code>
         <message>Success!</message>
     </status>
     <variables>
         <variable id="OUTPUT_DIRECTORY">/opt/IMDataCollector/apache-karaf/
MediationCenter</variable>
         <variable id="MAX_THREADS">4</variable>
         <variable id="MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE">2048</variable>
     </variables>
 </response>
 

Install Components
You can install a device pack (Engine, CERT, and Presenter) in the CA Performance Management environment with the
default or customized configurations. This section provides you sample request URL and the corresponding response.

NOTE

CERT is automatically deployed in Data aggregator while installing the Engine.

HTTP Method: POST

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• CAGuavus device pack to be installed.

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/<devicepack_ID>
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For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/CAGuavus

Sample Request Body:

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
 <request url="/devicepacks/CAGuavus">
    <devicepacks>
        <devicepack>
            <configurations>
                <engine id="ENGINE_CAGuavus">
                    <variables>
                        <Variable name="PRESENTER_ID" type="STR">PRESENTER_CAPM</
Variable>
                        <Variable name="SCP_OR_SFTP" type="STR">SFTP</Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_IP_LIST" type="STR">[cammsim.ca.com]</
Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_USERNAME" type="STR">simuser</Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_PASSWORD" type="PASS">ca123</Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_BASEDIRECTORY" type="STR">/export/troptest-
vm1/Simulations/QA/CAGuavus/Bulkstats</Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_INV_MAX_DOWNLOAD" type="STR">8</Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_INV_MAX_BATCHSIZE" type="STR">4</Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_PERF_MAX_DOWNLOAD" type="STR">8</Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_PERF_MAX_BATCHSIZE" type="STR">4</Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_FILE_PATTERN" type="STR">.*.*</Variable>
                        <Variable name="MAX_THREADS" type="STR">4</Variable>
                        <Variable name="INVENTORY_POLL_RATE" type="STR">0 0 1</Variable>
                        <Variable name="PERFORMANCE_POLL_RATE" type="STR">0 */5 *</
Variable>
                        <Variable name="HOSTNAMECHANGE_ENFORCED" type="STR">false</
Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_IGNORE_HISTORY" type="STR">false</Variable>
                        <Variable name="UNWANTED_DEVICE_LIST" type="STR"></Variable>
                        <Variable name="UNWANTED_BRANCH_LIST" type="STR">TIM-XXXX</
Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_SSHKEYFILE" type="STR"></Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_PASS_PHRASE" type="STR"></Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_KNOWNHOSTS" type="STR"></Variable>
                        <Variable name="EMS_IGNORE_INCOMPLETEFILES" type="STR">false</
Variable>
                        <Variable name="EXCLUDE_DIR_PATTERN" type="STR"></Variable>
                    </variables>
                    <configuration>
                        <MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE>1024</MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE>
                    </configuration>
                    <lcaddress>10.134.15.53</lcaddress>
                </engine>
                <presenter id="PRESENTER_ID">
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                    <variables>
                         <Variable name="OUTPUT_DIRECTORY" TYPE="STR">/opt/
IMDataCollector/apache-karaf/MediationCenter</Variable>
                         <Variable name="MAX_THREADS" TYPE="STR">4</Variable>
                     </variables>
                     <configuration>
                        <MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE>1024</MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE>
                     </configuration>
                     <lcaddress>10.134.15.53</lcaddress>
                </presenter>
            </configurations>
        </devicepack>
    </devicepacks>
</request>
 

Sample response:

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
 <response url="/devicepacks/CAGuavus" version="3.x.y.z">
     <devicepacks>
         <devicepack type="CAGuavus">
             <cert id="CERT_CAGuavus">
                 <message>Success</message>
             </cert>
             <engine id="ENGINE_CAGuavus">
                 <message>Success</message>
             </engine>
             <presenter id="PRESENTER_ID">
                 <message>Success</message>
             </presenter>
         </devicepack>
     </devicepacks>
     <status>
         <code>201</code>
         <message>Success</message>
     </status>
 </response>
 

Upgrade Components
You can upgrade a device pack (Engine, CERT, and Presenter) with the default or customized configurations in the CA
Performance Management environment. This section provides you sample request URL and the corresponding response.

NOTE

CERT is automatically deployed in Data aggregator while upgrading the Engine.

HTTP Verb: PUT
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Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• CAGuavus device pack is installed and needs to be upgraded.

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/<Devicepack_Name>

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/devicepacks/CAGuavus

Sample Request Body:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

 <request url="/devicepacks/CAGuavus">

    <devicepacks>

        <devicepack>

            <configurations>

                <engine id="ENGINE_CAGuavus">

                    <variables>

                        <Variable name="PRESENTER_ID" type="STR">PRESENTER_CAPM</Variable>

                        <Variable name="SCP_OR_SFTP" type="STR">SFTP</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_IP_LIST" type="STR">[cammsim.ca.com]</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_USERNAME" type="STR">simuser</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_PASSWORD" type="PASS">ca123</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_BASEDIRECTORY" type="STR">/export/troptest-vm1/Simulations/QA/

CAGuavus/Bulkstats</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_INV_MAX_DOWNLOAD" type="STR">8</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_INV_MAX_BATCHSIZE" type="STR">4</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_PERF_MAX_DOWNLOAD" type="STR">8</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_PERF_MAX_BATCHSIZE" type="STR">4</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_FILE_PATTERN" type="STR">.*.*</Variable>

                        <Variable name="MAX_THREADS" type="STR">4</Variable>

                        <Variable name="INVENTORY_POLL_RATE" type="STR">0 0 1</Variable>

                        <Variable name="PERFORMANCE_POLL_RATE" type="STR">0 */5 *</Variable>

                        <Variable name="HOSTNAMECHANGE_ENFORCED" type="STR">false</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_IGNORE_HISTORY" type="STR">false</Variable>

                        <Variable name="UNWANTED_DEVICE_LIST" type="STR"></Variable>

                        <Variable name="UNWANTED_BRANCH_LIST" type="STR">TIM-XXXX</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_SSHKEYFILE" type="STR"></Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_PASS_PHRASE" type="STR"></Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_KNOWNHOSTS" type="STR"></Variable>

                        <Variable name="EMS_IGNORE_INCOMPLETEFILES" type="STR">false</Variable>

                        <Variable name="EXCLUDE_DIR_PATTERN" type="STR"></Variable>

                    </variables>

                    <configuration>

                        <MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE>2048m</MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE>

                    </configuration>

                </engine>

                <presenter id="PRESENTER_ID">

                    <variables>

                         <Variable name="OUTPUT_DIRECTORY" TYPE="STR">/opt/IMDataCollector/apache-karaf/

MediationCenter</Variable>

                         <Variable name="MAX_THREADS" TYPE="STR">4</Variable>
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                     </variables>

                     <configuration>

                        <MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE>2048m</MAXIMUM_JAVA_HEAP_SIZE>

                     </configuration>

                </presenter>

            </configurations>

        </devicepack>

    </devicepacks>

</request>

Sample response
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<response url="/devicepacks/CAGuavus" version="3.x.y.z">

    <devicepacks>

        <devicepack type="CAGuavus">

            <cert id="CERT_CAGuavus">

                <message>Success</message>

            </cert>

            <engine id="ENGINE_CAGuavus">

                <message>Success</message>

            </engine>

            <presenter id="PRESENTER_ID">

                <message>Success</message>

            </presenter>

        </devicepack>

    </devicepacks>

    <status>

        <code>200</code>

        <message>Success</message>

    </status>

</response>

Start or Stop the Components
You can start or stop the installed device pack in the CA Performance Management environment. This section provides
you sample request URL and the corresponding response.

HTTP Method: POST

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• Two LocalControllers are connected to the primary MultiController.
• CAGuavus device pack and PRESENTER_CAPM are installed.

Start the Device Pack Engine on all LocalControllers

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components/<component_id>?action=start

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components/ENGINE_CAGuavus?action=start

Sample response 

<response url="/components/ENGINE_CAGuavus?action=start" version="2.x.y.z">

 <components>
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  <component id="ENGINE_CAGuavus" status="started"/>

  <status>Successfully Started</status> </components>

 <status>

  <code>200</code>

  <message>Success!</message>

 </status>

</response>

Stop the Device Pack Engine on all LocalControllers

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components/<component_id>?action=start

For the given scenario: http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components/  ENGINE_CAGuavus ?action=stop

Sample response 

<response url="/components/ENGINE_CAGuavus?action=stop" version="2.x.y.z">

 <components>

  <component id="ENGINE_CAGuavus" status="stopped"/>

  <status>Successfully Stopped</status>

 </components>

 <status>

  <code>200</code>

  <message>Success!</message>

 </status>

</response>

Start the Presenter on all LocalControllers

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components/<component_id>?action=start

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components/PRESENTER_CAPM?action=start

Sample response 

<response url="/components/PRESENTER_CAPM?action=start" version="2.x.y.z">

 <components>

  <component id="PRESENTER_CAPM" status="started"/>

  <status>Successfully Started</status> </components>

 <status>

  <code>200</code>

  <message>Success!</message>

 </status>

</response>

Stop the Presenter on all LocalControllers

Request URL

Format: http://<CAMM_HOST>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/components/<component_id>?action=start

For the given scenario: http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/components/  PRESENTER_CAPM ?action=stop

Sample response 
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<response url="/components/PRESENTER_CAPM?action=stop" version="2.x.y.z">

 <components>

  <component id="PRESENTER_CAPM" status="stopped"/>

  <status>Successfully Stopped</status>

 </components>

 <status>

  <code>200</code>

  <message>Success!</message>

 </status>

</response>

Read List of LocalControllers
You can get the list of LocalControllers in the CA Performance Management environment. This section provides you
sample request URL and the corresponding response.

Scenario:

• Primary MultiController is installed at camm.ca.com with the default web server port number (8880).
• One LocalController is connected to the primary MultiController.

HTTP Verb: GET

Request URL

Format: http://<PrimaryMCHostName>:<WebServerPort>/tim-web/rest/lc

For the given scenario:  http://camm.ca.com:8880/tim-web/rest/lc

Sample response

<response url="/lc" version="2.x.y.z">

    <lcs>

        <lc id="LC-127.0.0.1" status="started"/>

    </lcs>

    <status>

        <code>200</code>

        <message>Success!</message>

    </status>

</response>
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Configuring
This section deals with configuring the components in DX NetOps Mediation Manager and EMS Integration Profiles for DX
NetOps Mediation Manager for Infrastructure Management.

Generic Executor Configuration
The Generic Executor typically requires no configuration after the initial installation. Only one Generic Executor is required
per server unless you require the components to run with different user IDs.

The Generic Executor configuration is installed in the Generic Executor directory, named GE_<userid>, in the DX NetOps
MM HOME directory. The <userid> is the user name that you specified during the installation.

The Generic Executor directory contains a file that is named LocalConfig-ge.xml.

When the Generic Executor assumes the role of a component, it executes using the same user ID configured in the
LocalConfig-ge.xml.

Example of a LocalConfig-ge.xml file for UNIX

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<AppDaemon>

    <Names>

    </Names>

    <Paths>

        <Path name="tim.base">/opt/CA/CAMM</Path>

        <Path name="appHome">${tim.base}/GE_camm</Path>

        <Path name="configBase">${appHome}/tmp</Path>

    </Paths>

    <Binding>

        <Port>29560</Port>

        <UserId>camm</UserId>

    </Binding>

</AppDaemon>

Example of a LocalConfig-ge.xml file for Windows

For a Windows user, the primary Generic Executor configuration file is slightly different:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<AppDaemon>

    <Names>

    </Names>

    <Paths>

        <Path name="tim.base">/opt/CA/CAMM</Path>

        <Path name="appHome">${tim.base}/GE_camm</Path>

        <Path name="configBase">${appHome}/tmp</Path>

    </Paths>

    <Binding>

        <Port>29560</Port>

        <UserId>camm</UserId>

    </Binding>

    <CompanyItems>

       <Item>
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        <Name>MC</Name>

        <Config>${tim.base}/MC/LocalConfig-mc.xml</Config>

        <Port>29599</Port>

    </Item>

       <Item>

        <Name>LC</Name>

        <Config>${tim.base}/LC/LocalConfig-lc.xml</Config>

        <Port>29598</Port>

    </Item>

    </CompanyItems>

</AppDaemon>

The <CompanyItems> section added to the Generic Executor configuration file defines the locations and service ports
for MultiController and LocalController. With <CompanyItems> defined, the Generic Executor checks these items every
one minute and if they are not running, the Generic Executor starts them automatically. This configuration enables the
MultiController and the LocalController to start without external intervention.

The <CompanyItems> feature is disabled after installation by default. You can execute the camm.init.install command to
enable it.

NOTE
Only the primary Generic Executor requires the <CompanyItems> section. Other Generic Executors must not
contain this section.

How the Generic Executor Works
The Generic Executor is a reusable entity and is the foundation of DX NetOps Mediation Manager components. When a
server starts, it is mandatory that at least one Generic Executor component exists and is started.

By default, the LocalConfig-ge.xml file contains the User ID of the CAMM_USER and the TCP port information. The
following diagram illustrates the Generic Executor on TCP port 29560 and the CAMM_USER who installed DX NetOps
Mediation Manager:

Figure 6: How the Generic Executor Works_1--XML

If you require a MultiController to run on a server, you need a LocalConfig-mc.xml configuration file for the MultiController
and the TCP port for the Generic Executor.

The following diagram illustrates how the LocalConfig-mc.xml file is sent to the Generic Executor on TCP port 29560, and
the Generic Executor starts a new process for the MultiController:
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Figure 7: How the Generic Executor Works_2--XML

If a LocalController must run on a server, only a LocalConfig-lc.xml configuration file for the LocalController and the TCP
port for the Generic Executor are required.

The following diagram illustrates how the LocalConfig-lc.xml file is sent to the Generic Executor on TCP port 29560, and
the Generic Executor starts a new process for the LocalController:

Figure 8: How the Generic Executor Works_3--XML

When the LocalController starts, it reads the LCGlobalConfig.xml file from its repository. The LCGlobalConfig.xml file
contains the subcomponents and port information.

If an Engine is required to run on a server, the LocalController uses the LCGlobalConfig.xml file to determine which user
ID it must run as. In the LocalController directory, the LocalController looks up the ExecutorMap.xml file. This action allows
the LocalController to locate a Generic Executor running as the required user ID. The TemplateConfig-subcomponent.xml
file is then combined with the specific configuration from the LCGlobalConfig.xml file. The combination is sent to the TCP
port of the Generic Executor.
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Figure 9: How the Generic Executor Works_4--XML

Generic Executor Configuration Options
The installer requires the following options for the configuration:

• tim.base
Specifies the base directory of DX NetOps Mediation Manager.

• appHome
Specifies the base directory of the DX NetOps Mediation Manager Generic Executor.

• configBase
Specifies the temporary directory for storing configurations of components that the Generic Executor executes now.

• Port
Specifies the TCP port on which the Generic Executor listens.
Default: TCP 29560

• UserId
Specifies the User ID that owns the Generic Executor process and its subprocesses.

Generic Executor Startup Sequence
You can manually start the Generic Executor process (or service on Windows) using the startall or startall.bat script.
However, if camm.init.install is executed, the Generic Executor starts automatically on system startup.

Add Another Generic Executor
Add another Generic Executor if you require a component to execute as a different User ID.

Follow these steps:

1.
2. Add a user to the LocalController that requires the additional user ID. The new user must be a member of the same

group that owns the CAMM_HOME directory.

NOTE
Repeat this procedure for any standby LocalControllers.
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3.
4. Log in as the new user.
5.
6. Execute the following command to add the new Generic Executor:

(For UNIX) shell# /opt/CA/CAMM/tools/camm.ge.install -p <Port number>

(For Windows) > %TIM_HOME%/tools/camm.ge.install.bat -p <Port number>

Where, TIM_HOME is the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation directory and <Port number> is the port number
to install the Generic Executor.
The additional Generic Executor is added.

NOTE
A configuration file in the LocalController directory that is named ExecutorMap.xml is modified to provide a
map between the required User ID and the TCP port.

When the Engine subcomponent is started, the LocalController references the User ID provided in the LCGobalConfig
for that component. If the User ID is not the default User ID, the ExecutorMap is referenced and the TCP port for the
alternative Generic Executor starts the subcomponent.

This reference is useful when the Engine uses user or host-based RSA key authentication to SFTP or SCP the
information.

Enable SSL Communication Between Components
The TLS 1.0 had some known cryptographic design flaws. With this release, we enhanced the remote service to accept
connections using TLS 1.2 encryption.

Use the validateSSL.sh script in CAMM_Home/tools directory to enable SSL communication between DX
NetOps Mediation Manager components. You can either use the Signed Certificate and Key issues by Certificate
Authority (CA) or external Keystore with CA Signed certificate, to initialize the SSL communications between the DX
NetOps Mediation Manager components. When you select any option to enable SSL, the DX NetOps Mediation
Manager stops the connected components. Perform the following steps on both MultiController and LocalController. You
must restart the components manually for the change to take effect.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the validateSSL.sh script from the <CAMM_Home>/tools directory. The script prompts you to select the
certificate.
Please select any one from the below options:
 1. Do you have an existing signed certificate and key?
 2. You have a Keystore file and want to validate the keystore?

2. Select the option that suits your certificate validation.
3. At the prompt, specify the location and filename of the keystore.

Specify the location and filename of the Keystore:

For Example: /opt/SSLs/myserver.keystore
4. Specify the keystore and SSL certificate password when prompted.

Please enter the Password for Keystore
Please enter the Password for SSL Certificate>

The script validates the keystore and displays the certificate information.
5. (Optional) Run the following command to validate the password encryption.

cat ../GE_root/Keystore_Details.xml
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The script displays the encrypted Keystore details.
6. From the MultiController or LocalControlle, start the controller using the ./startall command.
7. Navigate to the log directory on your MultiController or LocalController, to view the status.
8. Use the cat <Log_Filename>.log command to view status.
9. In the log file look for the following status.

INFO: Initializing SSLContext with config file/opt/CA/CAMM/tools/myserver.keystore

All further communication between the DX NetOps Mediation Manager components use the new SSL encryption.

MultiController Configuration
The MultiController contains the centralized license file and maintains a heartbeat with the components in the cluster.

The configuration for LocalControllers, Engines, and Presenters in the cluster is also located in the repository of the
MultiController.

The MultiController listens for heartbeat operations from cluster members on TCP port 29599.

During the console installation, you can configure only the mandatory settings to install a basic MultiController. However,
you can manually edit the MC or LocalConfig-mc.xml file.

Sample LocalConfig-mc.xml file (basic configuration)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<LocalConfig>

      <Description>Configuration for Multi Controller</Description>

      <Names>

            <Name name="mainClass">com.torokina.tim.mc.Main</Name>

            <Name name="appName">CAMM-Multi-Controller</Name>

            <Name name="appShortName">MC</Name>

            <Name name="primaryMcAddress">127.0.0.1</Name>

            <Name name="secondaryMcAddress"></Name>

            <Name name="primaryMcPort">29599</Name>

            <Name name="secondaryMcPort">-1</Name><

            <Name name="myMode">primary</Name>

            <Name name="myAddress">127.0.0.1</Name>

            <Name name="mcPort">29599</Name>

            <Name name="otherMcAddress"></Name>

            <Name name="otherMcPort">-1</Name>

            <Name name="heartbeatFrequency">15</Name>

            <Name name="heartbeatTimeout">180</Name>

            <Name name="repositoryFrequency">15</Name>

      </Names>

      <Paths>

            <Path name="license">${tim.base}/license.lic</Path>

      </Paths>

<LocalConfig>

Sample LocalConfig-mc.xml file (hidden logging and cleanups configuration)

    <Logging>

        <LogLevel>INFO</LogLevel>

        <LogDirectory>${logbase}</LogDirectory>

        <ObjectLogging>
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          <ObjectToLog>

            <ObjectName>com.torokina.tim.config</ObjectName>

            <ObjectLogLevel>TRACE</ObjectLogLevel>

          </ObjectToLog>

        </ObjectLogging>

    </Logging>

    <CleanUps>

        <CleanUp>

            <CleanUpName>clean-temporary-directory</CleanUpName>

            <CleanUpAction>delete</CleanUpAction>

            <CleanUpTarget>${tmp}</CleanUpTarget>

            <Parameter>

                <ParameterName>expire</ParameterName>

                <ParameterValue>3d</ParameterValue>

            </Parameter>

        </CleanUp>

        <CleanUp>

            <CleanUpName>archive-log-directory</CleanUpName>

            <CleanUpAction>archive</CleanUpAction>

            <CleanUpTarget>${logbase}</CleanUpTarget>

            <Parameter>

                <ParameterName>expire</ParameterName>

                <ParameterValue>3d</ParameterValue>

            </Parameter>

        </CleanUp>

        <CleanUp>

            <CleanUpName>clean-log-directory</CleanUpName>

            <CleanUpAction>delete</CleanUpAction>

            <CleanUpTarget>${logbase}</CleanUpTarget>

            <Parameter>

                <ParameterName>expire</ParameterName>

                <ParameterValue>7d</ParameterValue>

            </Parameter>

        </CleanUp>

    </CleanUps>

Specifying any of these fields in the correct XML structure in the LocalConfig-mc.xml file overwrites the default content.
For example, the following configuration changes the default log level to FINEST.

Changing the default log level to FINEST

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<LocalConfig> 

      ... ...

      <Logging>

        <LogLevel>FINEST</LogLevel>

        <LogDirectory>${logbase}</LogDirectory>

      </Logging>

      ... ...

</LocalConfig>

Sample LocalConfig-mc.xml (MultiController runtime) file

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Runtime>
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   <Names>

      <Name name="mainClass">com.torokina.tim.mc.Main</Name>

      <Name name="appName">CAMM-Multi-Controller</Name>

      <Name name="appShortName">MC</Name>

      <Name name="primaryMcAddress">127.0.0.1</Name>

      <Name name="secondaryMcAddress"/>

      <Name name="primaryMcPort">29599</Name>

      <Name name="secondaryMcPort">-1</Name>

      <Name name="myMode">primary</Name>

      <Name name="myAddress">127.0.0.1</Name>

      <Name name="mcPort">29599</Name>

      <Name name="otherMcAddress"/>

      <Name name="otherMcPort">-1</Name>

      <Name name="heartbeatFrequency">15</Name>

      <Name name="heartbeatTimeout">180</Name>

      <Name name="repositoryFrequency">15</Name>

      <Name name="lcPort">29598</Name>

      <Name name="manageable">469</Name>

   </Names>

   <Paths>

      <Path name="license">${tim.base}/license.lic</Path>

      <Path name="apphome">${tim.base}/${appShortName}</Path>

      <Path name="runtimeConfig">${apphome}/runtime.xml</Path>

      <Path name="tmp">${apphome}/tmp</Path>

      <Path name="logbase">${apphome}/logs</Path>

      <Path name="basedir">${tim.base}</Path>

   </Paths>

</Runtime>

The runtime.xml file is merged with the hidden configuration and then starts the MultiController component.

MultiController Configuration Options
Use the following options to configure MultiController:

• Path
Lets you specify the path information for the following items:
– basedir

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager base directory.
– apphome

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager MultiController application home directory.
– tmp

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager MultiController temporary files directory.
– logbase

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager MultiController log directory.
– runtimeConfig

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager MultiController runtime XML configuration that the Generic Executor
provides.

• Java
Lets you specify options for using Java.
– CommandPath

Specifies the full path to the Java executer that the Generic Executor calls to start the MultiController.
– ClassPath/JarBase
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Lets you create a list with one or more entries to add to ClassPath.
– Options

Specifies the command-line options parsed to Java.
– Environment

Specifies the environment variables that execute the MultiController component.
– MainClass/Class

Specifies the main Java class to execute.
– MainClass/Args

Specifies the arguments parsed to the Java class.
• Runtime

Lets you specify runtime options.
– Binding/BindAddress

Specifies the IP address to which the MultiController component binds.
Value: Use IP address 0.0.0.0 for all MultiController components. For two or more IP addresses, use a comma-
separated list.
The MultiController binds to TCP port 29599.

– Binding/MyAddress
Specifies the IP address that the MultiController uses to identify itself.

NOTE
The IP address must be a valid IP address on this host.

– MultiControllerConfig/Mode
Specifies the operating mode of the MultiController.
Value: Specify either Primary or Secondary.

– MultiControllerConfig/MCAddresses/Other
Specifies the IP address of the other MultiControllers in the cluster.

– MultiControllerConfig/Heartbeat/ParameterName == frequency
Specifies the frequency of heartbeat messages that are sent to other MultiControllers.

– MultiControllerConfig/Heartbeat/ParameterName == timeout
Specifies the period that this MultiController waits for heart beats from the LocalController components. If the
MultiController does not receive a heartbeat from a LocalController for 180 seconds, the MultiController triggers a
failover to the first available LocalController.

• Logging
Lets you specify logging options.
– LogLevel

Specifies the logging level in the output log files.
Value: Specify DEBUG, TRACE, INFO, WARNING, or ERROR.

– LogDirectory
Specifies the logging level in the output log files.
Value: Specify DEBUG, TRACE, INFO, WARNING, or ERROR.

– ObjectLogging/ObjectToLog/ObjectName
Specifies the Java class name on which to enable logging.

– ObjectLogging/ObjectToLog/ObjectLogLevel
Specifies the logging level for a Java class.

• Cleanup
Lets you specify cleanup options.
– CleanUpName

Specifies the descriptive name of the cleanup.
– CleanUpAction

Specifies the cleanup action.
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Value: Specify Delete or Archive.
– CleanupTarget

Specifies the directory to clean up.
Value: Can specify using a DX NetOps Mediation Manager variable such as ${camm.variable}.

– Parameter/ParameterName - Parameter/ParameterValue
Specifies a parameter to expire and its expiration time in the format of <n><unit>. For example:
10d = 10 days
10h = 10 hours
10m = 10 minutes

Start and Stop the MultiController Manually
The init.camm script automatically starts the MultiController process. You can use the cammCtrl utility to manually stop or
start the MultiController component independently.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as the CAMM_USER and go to the DX NetOps MM home directory.
2. Execute the following command to start the MultiController:

/opt/CA/CAMM# tools/startall -c mc

3. Execute the following command to stop the MultiController:
/opt/CA/CAMM # tools/stopall - c mc

LocalController Configuration
The LocalController is an essential service that is installed on each server in the cluster.

The LocalController performs the following key functions:

• Facilitates communication between subcomponents running on the local server and the remote MultiControllers.
• Monitors the performance and availability of Engines and Presenters and restarts any failed components.
• Listens for heartbeat operations from cluster members. By default, the LocalController listens on port 29598 or TCP.
• Sends heartbeat information to the MultiControllers.
• Starts, stops, and restarts local Engines and Presenters.

During the GUI installation, you can configure only the mandatory options that are required to install a basic
LocalController. However, you may manually edit the LC or LocalConfig-lc.xml file.

Sample LocalConfig-lc.xml file (basic configuration)

<LocalConfig>

      <Names>

            <Name name="mainClass">com.torokina.tim.lc.Main</Name>

            <Name name="primaryMcAddress">127.0.0.1</Name>

            <Name name="secondaryMcAddress"></Name>

            <Name name="primaryMcPort">29599</Name>

            <Name name="secondaryMcPort">-1</Name>

            <Name name="myAddress">127.0.0.1</Name>

            <Name name="appName">CAMM-Local-Controller</Name>

            <Name name="appShortName">LC</Name>

            <Name name="lcPort">29598</Name>

            <Name name="heartbeatFrequency">15</Name>

            <Name name="heartbeatTimeout">180</Name>

      </Names>
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      <Paths>

            <Path name="dsLocalConfig">${basedir}/DS/LocalConfig-ds.xml</Path>

      </Paths>

</LocalConfig>

Sample LocalConfig-lc.xml file (hidden logging and cleanups configuration)

    <Logging>

        <LogLevel>INFO</LogLevel>

        <LogDirectory>${logbase}</LogDirectory>

        <ObjectLogging>

          <ObjectToLog>

            <ObjectName>com.torokina.tim.config</ObjectName>

            <ObjectLogLevel>TRACE</ObjectLogLevel>

        </ObjectToLog>

        </ObjectLogging>

    </Logging>

    <CleanUps>

        <CleanUp>

            <CleanUpName>clean-temporary-directory</CleanUpName>

            <CleanUpAction>delete</CleanUpAction>

            <CleanUpTarget>${tmp}</CleanUpTarget>

            <Parameter>

                <ParameterName>expire</ParameterName>

                <ParameterValue>3d</ParameterValue>

            </Parameter>

        </CleanUp>

        <CleanUp>

            <CleanUpName>archive-log-directory</CleanUpName>

            <CleanUpAction>archive</CleanUpAction>

            <CleanUpTarget>${logbase}</CleanUpTarget>

            <Parameter>

                <ParameterName>expire</ParameterName>

                <ParameterValue>3d</ParameterValue>

            </Parameter>

        </CleanUp>

        <CleanUp>

            <CleanUpName>clean-log-directory</CleanUpName>

            <CleanUpAction>delete</CleanUpAction>

            <CleanUpTarget>${logbase}</CleanUpTarget>

            <Parameter>

                <ParameterName>expire</ParameterName>

                <ParameterValue>7d</ParameterValue>

            </Parameter>

        </CleanUp>

    </CleanUps>

Sample LocalConfig-lc.xml file (LocalController runtime)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Runtime>

   <Names>

      <Name name="mainClass">com.torokina.tim.lc.Main</Name>

      <Name name="primaryMcAddress">127.0.0.1</Name>
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      <Name name="secondaryMcAddress"/>

      <Name name="primaryMcPort">29599</Name>

      <Name name="secondaryMcPort">-1</Name>

      <Name name="myAddress">127.0.0.1</Name>

      <Name name="appName">CAMM-Local-Controller</Name>

      <Name name="appShortName">LC</Name>

      <Name name="lcPort">29598</Name>

      <Name name="heartbeatFrequency">15</Name>

      <Name name="heartbeatTimeout">180</Name>

      <Name name="mcPort">29599</Name>

      <Name name="manageable">996</Name>

   </Names>

   <Paths>

      <Path name="dsLocalConfig">${basedir}/DS/LocalConfig-ds.xml</Path>

      <Path name="apphome">${tim.base}/${appShortName}</Path>

      <Path name="runtimeConfig">${apphome}/runtime.xml</Path>

      <Path name="tmp">${apphome}/tmp</Path>

      <Path name="logbase">${apphome}/logs</Path>

      <Path name="basedir">${tim.base}</Path>

   </Paths>

</Runtime>

LocalController Configuration Options
Use the following options to configure LocalController.

• Path
Lets you specify the path information for the following items:
– basedir

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager base directory.
– apphome

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager LocalController application home directory.
– tmp

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager LocalController temporary files directory.
– logbase

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager LocalController log directory.
– runtimeConfig

Specifies the DX NetOps Mediation Manager LocalController runtime XML configuration file that the Generic
Executor provides.

• Java
Lets you specify options for using Java.
– CommandPath

Specifies the full path to the Java executer that the Generic Executor calls to start the LocalController.
– ClassPath/JarBase

Lets you create a list with one or more entries to add to ClassPath.
– Options

Specifies the command-line options parsed to Java.
– Environment

Specifies the environment variables that execute the MultiController component.
– MainClass/Class

Specifies the main Java class to execute.
– MainClass/Args
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Specifies the arguments parsed to the Java class.
• Runtime

Lets you specify runtime options.
– Binding/BindAddress

Specifies the IP address to which the LocalController component binds.
Value: Use IP address 0.0.0.0 for all LocalController components. For two or more IP addresses, use a comma-
separated list.

– Binding/MyAddress
Specifies the IP address that the LocalController uses to identify itself.

NOTE
This IP address must be a valid IP address on this host.

– Binding/BindPort
Specifies the IP address that the LocalController uses to identify itself.

NOTE
This IP address must be a valid IP address on this host. By default, the LocalController binds to TCP port
29598.

– LocalControllerConfig/Mode
Specifies the operating mode of the LocalController.
Value: Specify either Active or Standby.

– LocalControllerConfig/MCAddresses/Primary
Specifies the IP address of the primary MultiController in the cluster.

– LocalControllerConfig/MCAddresses/Secondary
Specifies the IP address of the secondary MultiController in the cluster.

– LocalControllerConfig/Heartbeat/ParameterName == frequency
Specifies the frequency of the heartbeat messages sent to the MultiController.

– LocalControllerConfig/Heartbeat/ParameterName == timeout
Specifies how long this LocalController waits for the heart beats from subcomponents (Engines and Presenters).
If the LocalController does not receive a heartbeat from a subcomponent for 180 seconds, the LocalController
restarts.

• Logging
Lets you specify logging options.
– LogLevel

Specifies the logging level in the output log files.
Value: Specify DEBUG, TRACE, INFO, WARNING, or ERROR.

– LogDirectory
Specifies the logging level in the output log files.
Value: Specify DEBUG, TRACE, INFO, WARNING, or ERROR.

– ObjectLogging/ObjectToLog/ObjectName
Specifies the Java class name on which to enable logging.

– ObjectLogging/ObjectToLog/ObjectLogLevel
Specifies the logging level for a Java class.

• Cleanup
Lets you specify cleanup options.
– CleanUpName

Specifies the descriptive name of the cleanup.
– CleanUpAction

Specifies the cleanup action.
Value: Specify Delete or Archive.

– CleanupTarget
Specifies the directory to clean up.
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Value: Can specify using a DX NetOps Mediation Manager variable such as ${camm.variable}.
– Parameter/ParameterName - Parameter/ParameterValue

Specifies a parameter to expire and its expiration time in the format of <n><unit>. For example:
10d = 10 days
10h = 10 hours
10m = 10 minutes

Start and Stop the LocalController Manually
The init.camm script automatically starts the LocalController process. You can use the cammCtrl utility to manually stop or
start the LocalController component independently.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as the CAMM_USER and go to the CAMM home directory.
2. Execute the following command to start the LocalController:

/opt/CA/CAMM# tools/startall  - c lc

3. Execute the following command to stop the LocalController:
/opt/CA/CAMM # tools/stopall  - c lc

Engine and Presenter Configuration
The installation and configuration of the Engine and the Presenter is achieved using the Device Pack installation
program provided with each device pack.

High Availability Configuration
High availability refers to a system or component that is continuously operational for a desirably long time and ensures
operational continuity. For DX NetOps Mediation Manager to be highly available, the main components must be
operational always. This is achieved by the failover processing. This section deals with the failover processing and the
configuration settings for the high availability.

Failover is a backup operational mode available in a multi-server architecture. In failover, when a primary component
becomes unavailable because of failure or scheduled down time, the secondary components assume the functions of the
primary components. In DX NetOps Mediation Manager, there are three types of failover operations:

• MultiController Failover

• LocalController Failover

• Subcomponent Failover

MultiController Failure
In a multiserver architecture, when the secondary MultiController is started, it sends heartbeat messages to the primary
MultiController and also periodically synchronizes the secondary MultiController repository with that of the primary
MultiController. When the heartbeat to the primary MultiController fails, the secondary MultiController assumes that
the primary MultiController is down. The secondary MultiController waits till the timeout period expires. If the primary
MultiController did not respond after the timeout period, secondary MultiController assumes the role of the primary. When
the primary MultiController resumes its function, the secondary MultiController sends all the information back to the
primary MultiController.

Failover Settings

The parameters for the failover settings are in the LocalConfig-mc.xml file. If needed, change the following default values:
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heartbeatFrequency

The time period in which the secondary MultiController sends the heartbeat messages to the primary MultiController.
If the heartbeat messages to the primary MultiController is failed for more than six consecutive times, the secondary
MultiController takes the active role.
<Name name="heartbeatFrequency">30</Name>
Default: 30 seconds

repositoryFrequency
The time period in which the secondary MultiController synchronizes its repository with the primary MultiController.
<Name name="repositoryFrequency">15</Name>
Default: 15 seconds

When the primary MultiController fails, the LocalController contacts the secondary MultiController according to the
following failover settings in LocalConfig-lc.xml file. If needed, change the following default values:

heartbeatFrequency
The time period by which the LocalController sends the heartbeat messages to the primary MultiController.
<Name name="heartbeatFrequency">30</Name>
Default: 30 seconds

heartbeatTimeout
The time period by which the LocalController waits to send heartbeat to the primary MultiController. If the LocalController
cannot send the heartbeat message to MultiController for 600 seconds, the LocalController switches to the standby mode.
Note: In the standby mode, a LocalController does not have any Subcomponent running.
<Name name="heartbeatTimeout">600</Name>
Default: 600 seconds

LocalController Failure
A LocalController sends heartbeat messages to the MultiController. If the MultiController did not receive heartbeat
from the LocalController, missed heartbeat is logged. If the missed heartbeat time exceeds the timeout period, the
LocalController is placed in the expiry list and MultiController triggers the first standby LocalController.

NOTE

MultiController runs expiry check for LocalControllers every 10 seconds. If any LocalController is found in the
expiry list, MultiController moves its repository to the standby LocalController present in the environment. If no
standby LocalController is available, MultiController does not perform the swap operation.

In the case of LocalController failover, the LocalController where Sub Components were running comes back, but the
Subcomponents do not switch back.

Failover Settings

The parameters for the failover settings are in the LocalConfig-lc.xml file. If needed, change the following default value:

heartbeatTimeout
The time MC waits for the heartbeat message from a LC.
<Name name="heartbeatTimeout">600</Name>
Default: 600 seconds

Subcomponent Failure
A LocalController monitors its running subcomponents (Engine and Presenter). If LocalController does not receive a
response from a Subcomponent for 10 seconds (default), it restarts the Subcomponent.

To change the default failover settings, contact CA Support.
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Log Files Configuration
The following sections describe how to configure log files in DX NetOps Mediation Manager.

Configure the logging properties for all the DX NetOps Mediation Manager components using the logging.properties file,
which is created in the default log directory when the component is started. The logging.properties file is preconfigured
to generate log files in the default log directory. However, you can edit the logging.properties file to redirect the log files
in to another directory. Once the logging.properties file is modified, restart the component to load the modified logging
properties. All logs (application logs and STD-ERROR/STD-OUTPUT logs) are generated in the directory that is specified
in the logging.properties file.

logging.properties File - Examples by Component
The following examples describe the different logging.properties files:

MultiController example logging.properties file

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.directory=/opt/CA/CAMM/MC/logs

handlers=com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.level=INFO

.level=INFO

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.prefix=CAMM-Multi-Controller-

LocalController example logging.properties file

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.directory=/opt/CA/CAMM/LC/logs

handlers=com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.level=INFO

.level=INFO

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.prefix=CAMM-Local-Controller-

Delivery System example logging.properties file

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.directory=/opt/CA/CAMM/DS/logs

handlers=com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.level=INFO

.level=INFO

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.prefix=CAMM-Delivery-System-

ENGINE_CAMM example logging.properties file

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.directory=/opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_CAMM/logs

handlers=com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.level=INFO

.level=INFO

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.prefix=CAMM-ENGINE_CAMM-

Generic Executor example logging.properties file

By default the Generic Executor does not create a logging.properties file in its log directory. All logs are generated in the
~GE/logs directory. The following example shows how you can create the logging.properties file in the logs directory to
redirect the Generic Executor logs (non-Windows platforms only):

#Properties for Logger

#Tue May 07 04:08:45 EDT 2013

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.directory=/opt/CA/CAMM/GE/logs

handlers=com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler

com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.level=INFO

.level=INFO
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com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.prefix=CAMM-Generic-Executor-

Configuring Log File Cleanup
By default the cleanup action for each component is configured to run on the logbase directory. If the log files are
redirected to another directory, modify the cleanup configuration for successful Archive or Delete actions.

Define cleanup actions in the LocalConfig xml-element in the configuration files. For the DX NetOps Mediation Manager
components, define the cleanup actions in the respective configuration files:

• MultiController: LocalConfig-mc.xml
• LocalController: LocalConfig-lc.xml
• Delivery Service: LocalConfig-ds.xml
• Subcomponents (ENGINE or PRESENTER): TemplateConfig-subcomponent.xml

NOTE
You can find the TemplateConfig-subcomponent.xml file in the <camm.base>/LC directory.

The following examples describe two sample cleanup configurations.

Example: Cleanup configuration file (Delete action) for the Delivery Service component

<LocalConfig>

<Description>Configuration for Delivery Module</Description>

 ...

 ...

 <CleanUps>

  <!-- SAMPLE  DELETE  ACTION -->

  <CleanUp>

   <CleanUpName>Delete</CleanUpName>

   <CleanUpAction>delete</CleanUpAction>

   <CleanUpTarget>${apphome}/.local</CleanUpTarget> <!-- Directory Name -->

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>expire</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>7d</ParameterValue> <!-- 1y0m3d1h -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>includeDir</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>true</ParameterValue><!-- true/false -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>recursive</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>true</ParameterValue><!-- true/false -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>match</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>^[\d]+\.xml$</ParameterValue> 

    <!-- Regular Pattern -->

   </Parameter>

  </CleanUp>

Example: Cleanup configuration file (Archive action) for the Delivery Service component

  <!-- SAMPLE  ARCHIVE  ACTION -->

  <CleanUp>

   <CleanUpName>Archive</CleanUpName>
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   <CleanUpAction>archive</CleanUpAction>

   <CleanUpTarget>${logbase}</CleanUpTarget> <!-- Directory Name -->

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>expire</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>7d</ParameterValue> <!-- 1y0m3d1h -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>includeDir</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>true</ParameterValue><!-- true/false -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>recursive</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>true</ParameterValue><!-- true/false -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>match</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>CAMM-.*\.log</ParameterValue> 

    <!-- Regular Pattern -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>achiveHome</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>${logbase}</ParameterValue> <!-- folder path -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>achivePrefix</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>Archive-</ParameterValue> <!-- prefix string -->

   </Parameter>

   <Parameter>

    <ParameterName>achiveSuffix</ParameterName>

    <ParameterValue>.zip</ParameterValue> <!-- suffix string -->

   </Parameter>

  </CleanUp>

 </CleanUps>

<LocalConfig>

You can include any of the cleanup actions in the component configuration file. The Generic Executor performs all the
cleanup actions. The Generic Executor stores cleanup files in the {camm.base }/GE_<User>/cleanup directory, where
camm.base is the DX NetOps Mediation Manager installation directory. Once the component configuration file is modified,
restart the related component so that the modified configurations can take effect.

EMS Integration Profiles Configuration
Element Management System (EMS) integration profiles specify how EMS inventory discovery operates in your Data
Aggregator environment.

With EMS integration profiles, you specify the status, data collector, device pack, EMS IP, and Backup EMS IP. Specify
one IP domain for each EMS integration profile you create. The IP domain that you specify is for the target EMS server,
which manages multiple devices (typically 1,000 devices at a time). Data Aggregator processes the inventory data from
the EMS server constantly and all at once. (With SNMP or ICMP, polling is done device-by-device.)

NOTE

• After you install the device pack, the EMS Integration Profiles option becomes visible in the user interface.
• Do not add the same EMS integration profile more than once for the same Data Collector.
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Add EMS Integration Profiles
You can create Element Management System (EMS) integration profiles to specify how EMS inventory discovery operates
in your Data Aggregator environment.

NOTE
You must be logged in as an administrator to perform this task.

Creating EMS integration profiles without first setting the scope to a tenant puts the profile in the global space, accessible
by all tenants. Running a discovery using a profile in the global space lets anyone see the discovery results, whether they
set the scope to a tenant.

Therefore, set the scope to a tenant before you create an EMS integration profile to make that profile accessible only to a
specific tenant. After you set the scope to a tenant, the tenant indicator appears at the top right of the page. You can then
manually synchronize the tenant with CA Infrastructure Management, or wait for the automatic synchronization to occur.
You cannot create the EMS integration profile until the tenant is synchronized with Data Aggregator.

NOTE
For more information about setting the scope to a tenant and synchronizing a tenant, see the CA Performance
Center Administrator Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Admin, Data Source Settings, and click a Data Aggregator data source in the CA Performance Center user
interface.

2. Click EMS Integration Profiles from the Monitoring Configuration menu.
The EMS Integration Profiles page opens, displaying a list of available discovery profiles.

3. Click New.
The Add EMS Discovery Profile dialog opens.

4. Enter the required information in the fields. The configuration fields that display depend on the device pack you select.
Each device pack has unique global variables that you configure.

NOTE
For information about unique global variables for each product, see the CA Support site.

5. Click Save.
The EMS integration profile is created.
The inventory discovery does not run automatically when you click Save and the Enabled option is selected. The
inventory discovery only runs when one of the following conditions is met:
– The inventory poll schedule is reached.
– The EMS integration profile is manually started.

NOTE
To edit EMS integration profile information, select an EMS integration profile in the Add EMS Discovery
Profile dialog, click Edit, and update the information in the dialog. However, if you edit the information in the
Inventory_Poll_Rate and Performance_Poll_Rate fields, the changes are not applied. If there is a change in the
information for these two fields, delete and recreate the EMS integration profile.

Start EMS Discovery Manually
Element Management System (EMS) Integration Profiles discover devices and their components in your network. You can
manually start an EMS Integration profile to begin discovery.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can wait until the inventory poll schedule is reached for discovery to begin automatically.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Admin, Data Source Settings, and click a Data Aggregator data source in the CA Performance Center user
interface.

2. Click EMS Integration Profiles from the Monitoring Configuration menu.
The EMS Integration Profiles page opens, displaying a list of available discovery profiles.

3. Select one or more EMS integration profiles that you want to run a discovery on, and click Start.

NOTE
You can only run a discovery on an EMS integration profile that has a status of 'READY'.

A confirmation dialog opens.
4. Click Yes.

The Discovery starts. The Status column for the selected Discovery profiles indicates 'Started'.
A confirmation dialog opens.

5. Click OK.
Devices and all of their associated interfaces are discovered and polling begins. You are returned to the EMS
Integration Profiles page.
If discovery hangs for more than 10 minutes, Data Aggregator stops it. Data Aggregator considers a discovery to
be hanging when no new devices are discovered within 10 minutes and the state for the selected discovery profiles
have not changed within 10 minutes. An audit event is generated on the discovery instance item. If no devices were
discovered successfully, the Status column for the selected discovery profiles indicates 'FAILURE'. If at least one
device but not all devices were discovered successfully, the Status column indicates 'PARTIAL_FAILURE'.
The discovered devices and components can take up to 5 minutes to synchronize with CA Performance Center.
When the synchronization is complete, the discovered devices and components appear in the Inventory tab in CA
Performance Center.

View EMS Discovery Results
You can view a summary of the number of all manageable Element Management System (EMS) devices that were
discovered.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Admin, Data Source Settings, and click a Data Aggregator data source in the CA Performance Center user
interface.

2. Click EMS Integration Profiles from the Monitoring Configuration menu.
The EMS Integration Profiles page opens, displaying a list of available discovery profiles.

3. Select an EMS integration profile instance for which you want to view discovery results, and click History.
The EMS History results display as follows:
– The Device table shows the monitored devices and time of creation for each.
– The Element table shows the monitored interfaces and time of creation for each.

Start or Stop EMS Discovery Services
"Start" services are used for discovery on the Element Management System (EMS) servers to review the inventory
continuously. Although discovery can be scheduled, you can manually start, stop, or restart services on demand. For
example, you can restart discovery after an EMS server has been down and brought back up, or after upgrading a device
pack installation.

Stopping a service deletes any inactive data poll but waits for any active data polling to complete without any interruption.
No EMS files are deleted. This action also disables any new polling from occurring as long as it is in the stopped state.
The service remains in the stopped state until you start it again.

Restarting Data Collector has no effect on the status of any EMS integration profile.
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NOTE
You must be logged in as an administrator to perform this task.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Admin, Data Source Settings, and click a Data Aggregator data source in the CA Performance Center user
interface.

2. Click EMS Integration Profiles from the Monitoring Configuration menu.
The EMS Integration Profiles page opens, displaying a list of available discovery profiles.

3. Select a profile, and click Start or Stop.
A confirmation dialog opens.

4. Click Yes to confirm the action.
The service starts or stops, depending on your choice. This service remains in the started or stopped state until you
change it manually.

Add Event Rules
Event rules can be added using the Data Aggregator monitoring profiles dialog.

NOTE
For more information, see the Data Aggregator Administrator Guide or online help.
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Administrating
This section deals with the migrating, monitoring, and customizing device packs.

Self-Monitoring Device Pack
Self-monitoring device pack monitors the state of its own components and the existing device packs.

Self-Monitoring Device Pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance
Management

NOTE
The information in this section applies only to DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management
2.3.4. If you are using DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Infrastructure Management 2.3.3 or the earlier
releases, contact CA Support and request a Program Temporary Fix (PTF) to install the Self-Monitoring Device
Pack. For example, if you are using DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Infrastructure Management 2.3.2,
request for PTF_2.3.2_09.

Self-monitoring device pack can monitor the state of its own Engine and the Engine of the existing device packs. To install
the self-monitoring device pack in Data Collector for DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management, follow
the procedure in the Installing section and select Engine_CAMM_IM_SelfMonitoring.zip to install the Engine. To monitor
the device packs in multiple Data Collectors, install Self-Monitoring Device Pack in all Data Collectors.

The following types of reports in CA Performance Center are used to monitor the status of the Engine:

• Reports for All Engines
• Reports for the Selected Engine

Reports for All Engines
The following reports are available to monitor the status of all Engines.

• JVM Memory Usage
Indicates the percentage of the average Java virtual machine (JVM) memory usage by all Engines.

• Number of Threads used per Poll
Indicates the number of threads that all Engines use in a poll.

• Number of Engines
Indicates the total number of Engines on a Data Collector that the Self-Monitoring Device Pack monitors.

• Number of Devices Polled
Indicates the total number of devices that all Engines poll.

Reports for a Selected Engine
The following reports are available to monitor the status of a selected Engine:

• JVM Memory Usage
Indicates the percentage of the JVM memory usage by the selected Engine

• Number of Devices Polled
Indicates the total number of devices that the selected Engine polls.

• Number of Threads used per Poll
Indicates the total number of threads that the selected Engine uses.

• Files Processed during Conversion and Calculation
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Indicates the total number of processed files, files that are failed, and successfully processed files during the
Conversion and Calculation phase.

• Files Processed during Filter
Indicates the total number of processed files, processed files that are failed, and successfully processed files during
the Filter phase.

• Processed Files to be Delivered to Data Aggregator
Indicates the total number of processed files, successfully processed files, and processed files that are not delivered to
Data Aggregator.

• Time Taken in each Phase
Indicates the time that is taken (in seconds) by the Engine during each phase. The Engine processes the data in the
following phases sequentially:
– Data acquisition: The Engine connects to the Element Management Server (EMS) or the device to gather raw

data by using protocols, such as SFTP, FTP, COPY, and HTTP. Data that are collected is written in a text file and
processed in the next phase.

– Conversion and Calculation: The Engine converts the received file to the DX NetOps MM XML format. From each
file, the Engine identifies key elements, such as Metric Family, Metrics, Device, Device IP, and Delta time.

– Filter: If required, the Engine performs filtering actions, such as removal of unwanted device or unwanted metric
family. After the filtering process, the Engine generates a new file in same format for every input file.

– Delivery system: The files that are collected from previous phase are sorted by timestamp and sent to Data
Aggregator for further processing.

NOTE

The processed files in the last phase are deleted if the Log level is not in the DEBUG mode.

• Time Taken to Complete a Poll
Indicates the time that is taken (in seconds) by the selected Engine to complete a poll.

• Size of Processed Files per Poll
Indicates the total size (in KB) of the processed files per poll.

The following custom dashboard reports are available to monitor the status of the selected Engine:

• Number of Polled Items
Indicates the number of polled device components in the selected Engine.

• Number of Metrics Polled
Indicates the number of metrics polled by the selected Engine.

• Metrics Polled per Second
Indicates the number of metrics polled per second.

• Average Size of Processed Files per Poll
Indicates the average size (in KB) of the processed files per poll.

Self-Monitoring Device Pack in CA Mediation Manager
Similar to a device pack, the self-monitoring device pack in CA Mediation Manager consists of Engine, Presenter, and
Cert. Use the self-monitoring device pack to monitor the state of the LocalController and the components of device packs
(Engine and Presenter). To install the self-monitoring device pack, follow the procedure in the Installing section and install
ENGINE_CAMM, PRESENTER_CAMM, and CERT_CAMM. To monitor the device packs in multiple LocalController,
install self-monitoring device pack in the corresponding LocalController.

The following types of reports in CA eHealth are used to monitor the status of a device pack:

• Reports for LocalController
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• Reports for the Selected Engine

• Reports for the Selected Presenter

Reports for LocalController
The following reports are available to monitor the status of a LocalController:

EngineRSPercentIndicates (in percentage) the running status of the Engine.

EnginePollSpercentIndicates (in percentage) the last successful polling by the Engine.

TotalEngineMemoryUsageIndicates the total memory usage by all Engines

TotalEnginesIndicates the number of Engines that the self-monitoring device pack monitors.

TotalDevicesIndicates the number of devices that are being polled by all Engines.

PeakEngineCPUUsageIndicates the peak CPU usage among the Engines.

TotalPresentersIndicates the number of Presenters that the self-monitoring device pack monitors.

EngineDASPercentIndicates (in percentage) the successful data acquisition by the Engine.

PresenterRSPercentIndicates (in percentage) the running status of the Presenter.

Reports for Selected Engine
The following reports are available to monitor the status of the selected Engine:

pollDuration
Indicates the time taken by the selected Engine for the specific poll.

State
Indicates the state of the data delivered by the Engine to Delivery Service.

laststatus
Indicates the last poll status of the selected Engine.

Memory Usage
Indicates the memory usage (in percentage) by the selected Engine.

CPU Usage
Indicates the CPU usage (in percentage) by the selected Engine.

DAStatus
Indicates the data acquisition status by the selected Engine.

maxThreadNum
Indicates the number of threads the selected Engine uses.

deviceCount
Indicates the number of devices that the Engine monitors.

Reports for the Selected Presenter
The following reports are available to monitor the selected Presenter:

State
Indicates the state of the Presenter that the self-monitoring device pack monitors.

Memory Usage
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Indicates the memory usage (in percentage) by the Presenter.

CPU Usage
Indicates the CPU usage (in percentage) by the Presenter.

avgProcessTime
Indicates the time taken by the selected Presenter to process the data.

maxThreadNum
Indicates the number of threads the selected Presenter uses.

avgQueueTime
Indicates the waiting time for the data to be processed by the selected Presenter.

Average Queue Size
Indicates the queue size for the selected Presenter.

How to Customize a Device Pack
When a device is upgraded with a new metric, Data Aggregator cannot recognize the new metric by default. Therefore,
in CA Performance Center, you cannot generate a report for the new metric. Additionally, when a metric is updated or
deleted in a device, you cannot generate the metric-based report in CA Performance Center.

You can use the Device Pack Customization tool to customize the vendor certification and the metric family of the device
by adding, deleting, or updating a metric of a device pack. You can add a prefix to a metric family name of a device pack.
You can also create a key performance indicator (KPI) metric to derive new metrics from the existing metrics. If the device
pack was upgraded, you can pull and merge the previous customization with the upgraded device pack.

Data Aggregator recognizes the new or updated metric and you can generate the metric-based report in CA Performance
Center. 

The following diagram shows the work flow for this task:
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Figure 10: How to customize a device pack
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Install the Device Pack Customization Tool
Install the Device Pack Customization tool in CA Performance Center. The installation process supports only the console
mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the host where CA Performance Center is installed.
2. Copy the installation file, DevicePackCustomizationTool_<version>.zip, to a folder in CA Performance Center and

unzip it.
3. Execute java -jar dptool-installer-bin.jar.
4. Press Enter repeatedly to scroll through the license agreement. At the end of the agreement, type Yes and press Enter

to accept the license agreement.
5. Provide the CA Performance Center user name, password, and HTTP port number.

Default: admin, admin, 8181
6. Delete the following files from the specified location:

– dpcustomizationProcessor.jar in the <dataaggregator> /opt/IMDataAggregator/apache-karaf/deploy folder in Data
Aggregator

– dpcustomizationserver.war in the /opt/CA/PerformanceCenter/PC/webapps folder in CA Performance Center.
7. Type Yes to confirm the deletion of files.

The device pack customization tool is successfully installed.
8. Access the tool from the following URL:

http://<PC Hostname>:<PC Port#>/dpcustomization/login.htm

Where <PC Hostname> is the CA Performance Center hostname and <PC Port#> is the port number that is
configured for CA Performance Center.

Verify Prerequisites
The prerequisites for adding a new metric using the Device Pack Customization Tool are as follows:

• The Engine polls the device correctly.
• The Engine recognizes the new metric.

Check if the Engine Polls the Device Correctly

Make sure that the Engine polls the device correctly.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Data Collector.
2. Change the working directory to $DC_INSTALL/apache-karaf/data/log.

$DC_INSTALL is the path where Data Collector is installed. This defaults to /opt/IMDataCollector
3. Execute the following command:

grep ERROR ems.log

If the Engine polls the device correctly, output has no error.

Check if the Engine Recognizes the New Metric

After confirming that the Engine polls the device correctly, check if the Engine recognizes the new metric. This section is
applicable only if you use CA Performance Management release 2.3.3 or earlier.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Data Collector.
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2. Open the org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg file from $DC_INSTALL/apache-karaf/etc/ where $DC_INSTALL is the path where
Data Collector is installed. This defaults to /opt/IMDataCollector.

3. Search for “# EMS Integration logging”.
4. Replace INFO to DEBUG only in the following lines:

log4j.logger.com.ca.im.dm.mediation=INFO, ems
log4j.logger.com.ca.im.dm.ems=INFO, ems
log4j.logger.com.ca.im.data-mgmt.common.ems=INFO, ems
log4j.logger.com.ca.im.data-collection-manager=INFO, ems
log4j.logger.com.torokina=INFO, ems

NOTE
This change allows the Engine to dump the XML files that have information about the device and polled
metrics.

5. Wait for the next performance poll.
6. After the next performance poll, change the working directory to:

$DC_INSTALL/apache-karaf/MediationCenter/Queue.Pol/queue-<DevicePackName>.
7. Execute the following command:

grep  - r <metric-name> .

If the Engine recognizes the new metric, for each occurrence of <metric-name> from the XML files in the working
directory, the <metric-name> is returned.

WARNING
You cannot execute the command if you miss the period at the end of the command.

8. Revert the changes in step 4.

WARNING
If you do not revert the changes in step 4, the Engine does not delete the temporary files and the disk may
run out of space.

Merge Old Customizations
After you update a device pack, use the Merge option to absorb the old device pack customization to the updated device
pack.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Device Pack Customization tool.
2. Click File, Open, and select the device pack that was updated.
3. Click Merge.

 

Merge Old Customizations
After you update a device pack, use the Merge option to absorb the old device pack customization to the updated device
pack.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Device Pack Customization tool.
2. Click File, Open, and select the device pack that was updated.
3. Click Merge.
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Customize a Device Pack
You can customize a device pack by performing one or both the following activities:

• Add or modify the prefix of a metric family.
• Add, update, or delete a metric in a metric family.

NOTE

• Whenever you update to the latest version of CA Performance Management, close the current session of
Device Pack Customization Tool and launch the session again.

• Customization for the following device packs are supported, only if you use CA Performance Management
2.4 and above:

• – CAEXFOBrixWorx

• – CAAlcatelXMSIMS

• – CACamiantMPE

• – CAEricssonMME

• – CAEricssonSGW

• – CANokiaIMS

• – CANetAppFiler

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Device Pack Customization tool.
2. Click File, Open, and select a device pack to customize.
3. Click Customize.

The metric families of the selected device pack appear in a tabbed page. Now, you can customize a metric family
prefix or customize a metric.

Add or Update a Metric to a Device Pack
You can add or update a metric to a metric family of a device pack.

Follow these steps:

1. Click File, Open, and select a device pack.
2. Click Customize.
3. Double-click a metric family from the panel on the left-side.

The metrics of the selected metric family appear in a tabbed page.

NOTE
- Hover the mouse over the column headers to view the corresponding tooltip. - Click the down arrow in
Metric Name, Columns, and select or clear the check boxes to display or hide specific columns.

4. (Only to add a metric) Click Add, type the values for the following parameters and, and click Add:
Name
Specifies the metric name.

WARNING

See Step 7 in Check if the Engine Recognizes the New Metric. Provide the metric name that the Engine
recognized. For a KPI metric, provide a unique name. The value can be a string consisting only of
alphanumeric characters and _ (underscore) and must not be empty.

Documentation
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Specifies the description of the metric.
5. (Only to update a metric) Double-click a row.
6. Provide the parameters in the fields of the following attributes:

Type
Specifies the supported data type of the metric.
Deltaed
Indicates whether Data Aggregator performs the delta calculation on the metric value.
    Values: Yes, No
    Effect of updating: When set to Yes, Data Aggregator performs the delta calculation by using the current and
previous values of the metric.
Is dbColumn
Stores the value in the database table. IsDBColumn is used for metric attributes. Set the value to true when Polled is
set to true.
Values: true, false
Effect of updating: If set to true, the data for this attribute or metric is stored in the database.
Baseline
Indicates whether to calculate a mean value for this attribute or not. If it is set to true, a corresponding BaselineList
definition must be defined. 

NOTE
Baseline requires that Standard Deviation is set to true.

Minimum
Indicates whether to calculate the minimum of this attribute during the rollup or not. Creates a 'min_' column in the
database table.
    Values: true, false
    Effect of updating: If the value is set to true, the minimum value of the attribute is calculated and reported.
Maximum
Indicates whether to calculate the maximum of this attribute during the rollup or not. Creates a 'max_' column in the
database table.
    Values: true, false
    Effect of updating: If the value is set to true, the maximum value of the attribute is calculated and reported.
Standard Deviation
Indicates whether to calculate the standard deviation of this attribute during the rollup or not. Creates a 'std_' column in
the database table.
    Values: true, false
    Effect of updating: If the value is set to true, the standard deviation of the attribute is calculated and reported.
Variance
Indicates whether to calculate the variance of this attribute during the rollup or not. Creates a 'var_' column in the
database table.

NOTE
This field is not supported for custom metric families.

Percentile
Indicates whether to calculate the nth percentile of this attribute during the rollup or not. Creates a 'pct_' column in the
database table.
    Values: 0 (zero), 95
    Effect of updating: If the value is set to 95, the 95th percentile of the attribute is calculated and reported. Zero
means that no calculation is performed, and the reporting field is not available.
Polled
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Indicates whether the Data Aggregator collects the metric data during each poll cycle.
    Values: true, false
    Effect of updating: When set to True, Data Aggregator collects the metric data during each polling cycle. When set
to False, the data is collected only upon discovery of an item.
Rollup Strategy
Specifies the operation that is performed every cycle during the rollup of the individually polled values. When Polled
and IsDBcolumn are set to true, this parameter is required. 
    Values: Sum (a summation for counters), Avg (an average for gauges) 
    Effect of updating: The specified strategy is used to perform rollup calculations.
Units
Expresses the metric in reports by the specified standard of measurement.
KPI Expression
(Only for the KPI metric) Specifies the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) formula..

7. Click Update, Save.
The metric appears in the metric family. The new and updated metric appears in a different color when you refresh the
tool.

Provide KPI Expression

You can create a key performance indicator (KPI) metric to derive new metrics from the existing metrics. Currently, you
can add a KPI metric only as a gauge. The Device Pack Customization tool supports only the addition, subtraction, and
multiplication operators. Parentheses can be used in expressions. You can use the arithmetic operations to derive new
metrics.

Example: (val1+val2)*5(val3)

NOTE
The Device Pack Customization tool does not support the division operator ("/" slash).

You can also use the SNMP functions to create a KPI metric. The Device Pack Customization Tool supports the following
SNMP functions:

• snmpProtectedDiv
Divides two values. Use the snmpProtectedDiv function instead of the division operator.
Example: snmpProtectedDiv(OUTPUTERRORS, IFSPEED)

• snmpMax
Compares two values and returns the maximum value.
Example: snmpMax(val1, val2)

• snmpRound
Rounds off the decimal value to the nearest integer.
Example: snmpRound(IFSPEED).

Change the Prefix of Metric Families
Change the prefix of metric families of a device pack for an easier identification of the metric families during report
generation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Device Pack Customization tool.
2. Click File, Open, and select a device pack. 
3. Click Customize.

The metric families of the selected device pack appear in a tabbed page.
4. Click Edit.
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5. Type the old prefix, if any.
6. Type the new prefix and click Update.
7. Click Save in the top-right corner of the Metric Families section.

Example 1
Old Prefix: <blank>
New Prefix: CAZTMSC
Effect of changing the prefix: CAZTMSC<Metric Family Name>
Example 2
Old Prefix: CAZTMSC
New Prefix: ZTMSC<space>
Effect of changing the prefix: ZTMSC <Metric Family Name>
 

NOTE

If you create reports-based on Select View Context in CA Performance Center, make sure that the metric
family name with the prefix does not exceed the following limits:

• 128 characters in Infrastructure Management 2.3.1 and Infrastructure Management 2.3.3.
• 50 characters for Infrastructure Management 2.3.2.
• If the metric family name exceeds the character limit, the prefix is not added to any metric family name.

Delete a Metric in a Device Pack
You can delete metrics of a metric family in a device pack.

NOTE
Though you can delete a metric that is shipped with the device pack and associated with a report in CA
Performance Center, you can view reports for the data that are collected before deleting the metric.

Follow these steps:

1. Click File, Open and select a device pack.
2. Click Customize.
3. Double-click a metric family from the panel on the left-side.

The metrics of the selected metric family appear in a tabbed page.
4. Select a metric family.
5. Select a metric to delete and click Delete.
6. Click Save.

Verify Device Pack Updates
When you add, update, or delete a metric by using the Device Pack Customization Tool, the changes automatically
appear in CA Performance Center. However, you can verify if the device pack is updated.

Follow these steps:

1. Access CA Performance Center from the following URL:
http://<PC Hostname>:<PC Port#>
Where <PC Hostname> is the CA Performance Center hostname and <PC Port#> is the port number configured for
CA Performance Center.

2. Click Admin, Data Source Settings, Data Aggregator@<DAHost Name>, where <DAHostname> is the host name of
<caimda>.
The Monitored Devices page appears.
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3. Click Monitoring Configuration, Metric Families.
The Metric Families list appears.

4. Enter the device pack or Metric Family name in the Search View box at the bottom of the Metric Families list and press
Enter.
The metrics list appears.

5. Confirm if the metric is added, updated, or deleted.

 

Troubleshooting the Device Pack Customization Tool
The following information describes troubleshooting the Device Pack Customization Tool:

Metric families or metrics do not appear in the Device Pack Customization Tool

Symptom:

When I select a device pack in the tool, metric families or metrics are not listed.

Solution:

Capture the log and send it to Technical Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

New metric does not appear immediately in CA Performance Center

Symptom:

When I add a metric through the Device Pack Customization Tool, it does not appear immediately in CA Performance
Center.

Solution:

Sometimes, a delay is experienced based on the refresh time. Wait for 15 minutes and if the problem persists, capture the
log, and send it to Technical Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

Error 404

Symptom:

When I access the Device Pack Customization Tool, 'The Page cannot be found' message appears.

Reason:

The tool was not installed properly.

Solution:

Manually copy the jar file of the tool to the /opt/IMDataAggregator/apache-karaf/deploy directory in Data Aggregator. Also,
make sure that Data Aggregator is not connected to CA Performance Center when the installer is running. If the problem
persists, contact Technical Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.
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Uninstalling
This section provides steps to uninstall DX NetOps Mediation Manager, uninstall a device pack in DX NetOps Mediation
Manager, and uninstall device packs in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management.

Uninstall DX NetOps Mediation Manager
The following procedure describes how to uninstall DX NetOps Mediation Manager software.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Stop the DX NetOps Mediation Manager cluster using the following command:
– Windows systems:

%CAMM_HOME%/tools/stopall.bat

– Unix systems:
$CAMM_HOME/tools/stopall

2. (Optional) Wait for all DX NetOps Mediation Manager components to stop.

NOTE
Uninstaller stops DX NetOps Mediation Manager before it proceeds to remove DX NetOps Mediation
Manager.

3. Run the following command:
– Windows systems:

"%JAVA_HOME%/bin/java"  -jar 

%CAMM_HOME%/_CAMM_installation/uninstaller.jar

– UNIX systems:
"$JAVA_HOME/bin/java"  -jar

$CAMM_HOME/_CAMM_installation/uninstaller.jar

The Uninstall dialog appears.
4. Click Uninstall.

The Uninstaller stops DX NetOps Mediation Manager and starts the removal process. When the removal processing is
complete, the Uninstall Complete window appears.

5. Click Done.
DX NetOps Mediation Manager is uninstalled.

Uninstall a Device Pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager
A device pack can be removed from DX NetOps Mediation Manager through the Web UI. You can remove both Engine
and Presenter.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Web UI, select the Component (Engine or Presenter) that you want to uninstall.
2. Click Remove.

The Remove Sub-Components dialog appears.
3. Select Yes.

The device pack is uninstalled.
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Uninstall a Device Pack in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for
Performance Management
You can uninstall a device pack when you do not want to poll data for that device. This procedure completely removes the
device pack from your system when followed sequentially.

NOTE
You cannot uninstall the device pack views. You can only reinstall or upgrade the device pack views.

Uninstall Device Packs in DX NetOps Mediation Manager for CA Performance Management 2.3.4 and later

Remove Engine, CAPM Presenter, and Certification of device pack from DX NetOps Mediation Manager through the Web
UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the web UI, click the Device Packs tab, select the subcomponent that you want to uninstall.
2. Click Remove.

The Remove Sub-Components dialog appears.
3. Select Yes.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Some of the frequently asked questions when working with DX NetOps Mediation Manager or DX NetOps Mediation
Manager for Performance Management are as follows:

DX NetOps Mediation Manager
Contents

Default Ports

What are the default ports used by the DX NetOps Mediation Manager components?

The default ports that are used by the components are as follows:

Component Port Type
MultiController 29599 TCP
LocalController 29598 TCP
Generic Executor 29560 TCP
Web Manager 8880 HTTP

Scripts to start, stop, and check the status of the components

How do I stop or start the services of all the components of DX NetOps Mediation Manager?
Execute the following command to start the services of all components:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/startall

Execute the following command to stop the services of all components:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/stopall

Where $CAMM_HOME is the installation directory.

How do I stop or start the services of the individual components of DX NetOps Mediation Manager?
Execute the following command to start the services of a component:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/startall -c <component>

Execute the following command to stop the services of a component:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/stopall -c <component>

Where $CAMM_HOME is the installation directory and <component> is GE, MC, LC, or WEB.
Example: $CAMM_HOME/tools/stopall -c MC

How can I manage a subcomponent of DX NetOps Mediation Manager (for example, start, stop, restart, add,
delete, or update a subcomponent)?
The functions and the corresponding commands for the subcomponent are as follows:
Execute the following command to start a subcomponent:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/cammSubCtrl -ma <MCaddress> -id <subcomponent_id>_CAMM

Execute the following command to stop a subcomponent:
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$CAMM_HOME/tools/cammSubCtrl -ma <MCaddress> -id <subcomponent_id> -s

Example: $CAMM_HOME/tools/cammSubCtrl - ma 10.134.116.183 - id ENGINE_CAMM - s
Execute the following command to restart a subcomponent:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/cammSubCtrl -ma <MCaddress> -id <subcomponent_id> -r

Execute the following command to add a subcomponent:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/cammSubCtrl -ma <MCaddress> -la <LCaddress> --add -f <dpack file>

Execute the following command to delete a subcomponent:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/cammSubCtrl -ma <MCaddress> -la <LCaddress> --delete -id <subcomponent_id>

Execute the following command to update a subcomponent:

$CAMM_HOME/tools/cammSubCtrl -ma <MCaddress> -la <LCaddress> --update  -f <dpack file>

Where $CAMM_HOME is the installation directory.
<subcomponent> is ENGINE or PRESENTER.
mcaddress is the MultiController IP address (Default: Localhost).
lcaddress is the LocalController IP address (Default: Localhost).
subcomponent_id is the identifier of the subcomponent.

Manage Logs

Where are the log files of the DX NetOps Mediation Manager components located?
The locations of the log files are as follows:

• MultiController: $CAMM_HOME/MC/logs/CAMM-Multi-Controller-<timestamp>.log

• LocalController: $CAMM_HOME/LC/logs/CAMM-Local-Controller-<timestamp>.log

• Generic Controller: $CAMM_HOME/GE_<username>/logs/*.log

• Web: $CAMM_HOME/WEBCAMM/logs/*.log

• Engine: $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<DEVICE_PACK>/logs directory

• Presenter: $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/PRESENTER_<DEVICE_PACK>/logs directory

How do I increase the log level of a subcomponent?
Select a subcomponent in the web interface and change the Log Level option for the subcomponent from INFO to
FINEST.

WARNING
Increasing the log level significantly increases the details being logged. As a result, more disk space is used.
Monitor the disk space and revert to default settings when the problem is resolved.

Reports

What should I do if there are frequent gaps in reports though data is generated during the specified time?

This problem occurs if there is an offset in time between the system from which the input files are obtained and the system
in which the Engine processes the input files. To avoid this problem, ensure that the time zone and time, accuracy up to
seconds, are synchronized between the two systems.

DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management
Contents
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Architecture, Components, System Requirements

1. How to distribute Primary MultiController, active LocalController, and a standby LocalController in a
multiserver installation?Install Primary MultiController and an active LocalController with Engine and Delivery
Service in one system. A standby LocalController can be installed in any system that has sufficient RAM and CPU
spaces. The following diagram shows one of the possible scenarios:
Figure 11: DX NetOps MM for PM with 5 systems

2. Is it mandatory to install Primary MultiController in the system that has CA Performance Center?No. Install the
Primary MultiController in the system that has CA Performance Center only if it has enough memory to accommodate
new device packs and MultiController.

3. Is there a system requirements guideline to install DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance
Management?Refer to the Sizing Guidelines document available at the CA Support site.

4. How can I improve the performance of CAPM Presenter?
The number of CAPM Presenters that are required for your environment depends on the number of complex
device packs that you intend to deploy. If the amount of data to be processed is very large, the performance of a
CAPM Presenter can be impacted. In such deployments, install multiple CAPM Presenters. In DX NetOps Mediation
Manager, you can use the same installation file of a subcomponent and can install multiple subcomponents by
changing the name of the subcomponent. Therefore, install multiple CAPM Presenters by using the same Presenter
zip file, which is created after migrating the device pack. Similarly, install multiple Engines and provide the path of the
corresponding CAPM Presenter and host names.
Example 1:
To collect data from nine hosts (named H1 through H9), install multiple Engines and CAPM Presenters, and distribute
the host names accordingly. One of the scenarios is as follows:
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• Engine 1 contacting CAPM Presenter 1 and Hosts: H1, H2, and H3
• Engine 2 contacting CAPM Presenter 2 and Hosts: H4, H5, and H6
• Engine 3 contacting CAPM Presenter 3 and Hosts: H7, H8, and H9

Example 2:

• Engine 1 contacting CAPM Presenter 1 in Data Collector 1 and Hosts: H1, H2, H3, H4, and H5
• Engine 2 contacting CAPM Presenter 2 in Data Collector 2 and Hosts: H6, H7, H8, and H9

NOTE
All three Engines are of the same device pack but have different COMPONENT_ID parameters. All three
CAPM Presenters are installed from the same zip file and have same COMPONENT_IDs as their Engine.

Scripts to start, stop, and check the status of the components

1. How do I start, stop, or check the status of the CA Performance Center services?Execute the following
commands to stop the services:
/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_console stop;

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_eventmanager stop;

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_devicemanager stop;

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_sso stop;

Execute the following commands to start the services:
/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_devicemanager start

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_sso start

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_eventmanager start

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_console start

Execute the following commands to check the status of the services:
/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_sso status

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_devicemanager status

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_eventmanager status

/etc/init.d/caperfcenter_console status

2. How do I start, stop, or check the status of the Data Aggregator services? How do I start, stop, or check the
status of the Data Aggregator services?
Execute the following commands to start the services:
/etc/init.d/dadaemon start

Execute the following commands to stop the services:
/etc/init.d/dadaemon stop

Execute the following commands to check the status of the services:
/etc/init.d/dadaemon status

3. How do I start, stop, or check the status of the Data Collector services?
Execute the following commands to start the services:
/etc/init.d/dcmd start

Execute the following commands to stop the services:
/etc/init.d/dcmd stop

Execute the following commands to check the status of the services:
/etc/init.d/dcmd status

Device Pack Migration

1. What are the options in migratePMtoCAMM and when do we use them?
The options to execute migratePMtoCAMM are a, d, and t. Use these options under the following scenarios:
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d: To migrate the device pack before upgrading the Data Collector. However, do not start the device pack till the
Data Collector is upgraded to release 2.3.4. Also, always use option “d” to migrate the CANECeNodeB, CACRBT, or
CACRBTUSER device pack.
t: To test the device pack that is generated in a DX NetOps Mediation Manager setup, in another DX
NetOps Mediation Manager setup. You can also use this option to test the device pack that is generated in the lab
environment before upgrading Performance Management in the production environment.
a: To migrate the device pack and start the device pack immediately after migration. However, before you use this
option confirm that the Data Collector is upgraded to release 2.3.4.

2. Will there be any data loss after migration?
No. If you are using DX NetOps Mediation Manager 2.2.6 and above in Performance Management 2.3.4, the migration
script will handle the historical files and start processing after the point where the EMS Profile stopped.

3. Why are there gaps in reports after executing the migration script?
After the migration, there should not be gaps in the report. However, if there is no data from the EMS server at any
time, gaps appear in the reports.

Notification Feature

1. Where are the configuration files of the Notification feature available?
The Notification feature is available starting DX NetOps Mediation Manager release 2.5. If you install afresh or
upgrade to the latest version, the configuration files for the Notification feature are added to the following location:
<CAMM_Install_folder>/CA/CAMM/AD

2. What is the folder structure for the configuration files of the Notification feature?
All configuration files for the Notification feature are in the AD folder, which is in the <CAMM_Install_folder> location.
The following diagram provides the list of other files and subfolders:
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Figure 12: Anomaly Detector Folders and Files

3. What are the contents of the configuration files and their uses?
AnomalyConfigBase
Contains the following folders that has the anomaly files for each component and the xml file to generate emails:
– • MC_ANOMALY

• LC_ANOMALY
• Engine_ANOMALY
• Presenter_ANOMALY
• EmailConfig.xml

<component>_ANOMALY
<component> refers to MC, LC, Engine, or Presenter. By default, this folder contains two xml files: Rules.xml and
Anomalies.xml. When you select an anomaly for a component in UI, <component name>_Rules.xml is created and
it contains the anomalies with rules specified in the UI. According to the rules specified in UI, notification is sent. The
<component name> refers to the component name in the UI.
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EmailConfig.xmlContains server properties details and email addresses that are specified in the Server Properties
area in UI. This file is generated based on the EmailConfig_Template.xml file when you specify the parameters in
Server Properties. Anomaly notification is sent to the email addresses added to this file.
logs
Contains log files that the Notification feature generates.
template
Contains template xml files to trigger test email, perform cleanup, and store the server properties and email addresses.
LocalConfig-ad.xmlStarts the Notification feature. This file also contains information about the default port number.
Currently, the feature uses the port 29570. Therefore, ensure that the port is available for this feature. If the port 29570
is occupied and you want to allot different port for the Notification feature, stop the feature, change the port number
in the LocalConfig-ad.xml file, start the feature, and change the port number in all other locations where DX NetOps
Mediation Managercomponents are installed.
cleanupContains xml file to perform the cleanup of the log files. You can change the log file cleanup by changing the
appropriate parameters.
.local
Contains the jmxPort number and this folder is created when the feature is started. This port remotely monitors Java
resources (CPU, Memory, Heap, and Number of Classes) of this feature.

4. When I upgrade DX NetOps Mediation Manager, will the email server properties and anomaly settings be lost?
No.

5. What happens to the selected anomalies when an Engine is moved from one LocalController to another
LocalController?
ENGINE_<devicepack>_Rules.xml is deleted and created again. In this process, the previously selected parameters
are lost.

6. How can I know the anomalies for which I will receive email notifications?Use one of the following methods to
know the selected anomalies:

• Through UI: In the My Settings, Notification area, expand the DX NetOps MM Components node and click a
component. For the selected anomalies in the <component> Anomalies area, you receive notifications.

• Through scripts: Execute the cammStatus -ad script from the <CAMM Install>/CA/CAMM/tools folder.
• Through <component name>_Rules.xml:  See the rules which have selected=”true”.

7. Can I change the anomalies name in the <component name> Anomalies area in UI?Yes. Follow these steps:

1. Open the <component name>_Rules.xml file in the <component>_ANOMALY folder.
2. Change the text in the name field.

Example: In MC-Primary_Rules.xml, change "MC stopped" in the name field according to your choice.
3. Save the file and exit.

8. What are the parameters in the <component name>_Rules.xml file and which parameters can be changed?
The details of the parameters in the <component name>_Rules.xml are as follows:
asserted
Indicates whether the anomaly is detected or not. Do not change this parameter.
frequencyIndicates the time interval according to which the rule is executed in the background. If anomaly is detected
during the execution, email notification is sent.
Units: Seconds
id
Specifies the component identifier. Do not change this parameter.
nameSpecifies the anomaly name. This name appears in the Anomalies section in UI.
selectedIndicates whether the component is selected through UI for anomaly detection.

9. How can I change input parameters of a rule that is used to detect an anomaly?
Open the <component name>_Rules.xml file in the <component_name>_ANOMALY folder. In this file, except the
asserted and id fields, you can update the other input parameters.
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Example: In PRESENTER_CAPM_Rules.xml, the DX NetOps MM DC Queue size growing anomaly, you can modify
the setThresholdInPercentage and setMaxTrend input parameters.

10. How do I stop  DX NetOps Mediation Manager  to detect anomaly?
In the Notification area, expand the DX NetOps MM Components node, click a component, clear the check box of the
anomaly, and click Save.

11. How to customize the test email message?
Open the Test_Anomalies.xml file in the <CAMM_Install_Folder>/AD/Template folder and change the subject or title.

12. How can I customize the troubleshooting and causes messages according to my environment?
Open the Anomalies.xml file in the AD/AnomalyConfigBase/<component>_ANOMALY location and change the text.

13. How to start and stop the notification feature?
Execute the following script to start the feature:
startall -c ad

Execute the following script to stop the feature:
stopall -c ad

14. Can anomaly be detected even when the  DX NetOps Mediation Manager  components are not running?
Yes, unless the stopall script was executed to stop all services of DX NetOps Mediation Manager.

15. Is there any specific system requirements for the Notification feature to function?
No.

16. Can I use this feature to monitor anomalies in CA Performance Management?
No.

17. Can I use this feature if the primary MultiController is down?
No. Do not change the settings through UI when the primary MultiController is down.

18. What happens to the selected anomalies if an Engine is removed from my environment?
All the anomalies that are selected for the Engine are deleted.

19. Where is the log file for the Notification feature?
In the <CAMM_Intall_Folder>/AD/logs location.

20. How do I change the log levels for this feature?
Open logging.properties from the <CAMM_Intall_Folder>/AD/logs location and change INFO to FINE/FINEST

21. How to edit the default port number?
Follow these steps:
a. Stop the feature by executing the stopall -c ad script.
b. Open LocalConfig-ad.xml from the <CAMM_Intall_Folder>/AD location.
c. Change the port number in the LocalConfig-ad.xml file.
d. Start the feature.
e. Change the port number in all other locations where DX NetOps Mediation Manager components are installed.

22. How can I monitor the system resources used by this feature?Follow these steps:

1. a. Install JDK 1.7 or above in a system where DX NetOps Mediation Manager is running.
b. Double-click jconsole.exe in <JDK_HOME>\bin to open JConsole.
c. Select Remote Process in the JConsole New Connection dialog.
d. Copy the JMX connection URL from the log file. Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://127.0.0.1:10979/timJmxRmi
e. Replace the “127.0.0.1” IP address with the actual IP address where the Notification process is running.
f. Replace "10979" with the value in the jmxPort.xml file in the <CAMM_Install_Folder>/CAMM/AD/.local location.
g. Type the login credentials and click Connect.

JConsole displays the utilization details of “Memory”, “CPU”, “Threads” & “Classes”.
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Device Pack Information
The device pack information [DPInfo] files contain the supported metric, specific instructions, and known issues. Click
here to download the HTML format of the DPInfo files.

Click here to download the Excel workbook that contains the list of device packs and the supported CA eHealth and CA
Performance Management versions.
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Greenbook
This section provides problem determination and troubleshooting guidelines for the DX NetOps Mediation Manager
product. CA also recommends that you interview the customer using the Troubleshooting Methodology for CA Support
Partners. The Troubleshooting Methodology for CA Support Partners provides a script for obtaining basic information to
assist you with problem determination for all CA products and solutions.

If you have completed the problem determination interview and used the resource information provided in this guide and
the problem or issue reported by the customer is not resolved, please contact CA Support for assistance. You can open a
case or contact our Customer Care representatives.

Common Troubleshooting and Actions

Common Issue

The most common issue is data missing or data discrepancy in the report. This may include an individual graph on a
report not containing data through to all reports containing no data. Use the following steps to diagnosing these and other
types of issues:

• Confirm the status of DX NetOps MM components:
• Log in to the Web Manager. Ensure the status of each Component and Sub Component is active (represented by a

green tick). If any component is down, attempt to start them using ‘startall’ command ($CAMM_HOME/tools/startall).
• If any Sub Component is down, attempt to start it through the GUI by clicking on ‘Start’.
• If any Component or Sub Component continues to fail, increase the logging level as explained in “Using the Log files”

section, reproduce the problem and collect the following log files:
– $CAMM_HOME/MC/repository/*
– $CAMM_HOME/<(sub)component>/log/*<current_date>.log

Other Issues

Engine common problems are related to:

• Lose of connectivity to the EMS
• The input data format is changed on the EMS

For connectivity to EMS lost:

• Check Log files in $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<device_pack>/logs directory, specifically the STD-
ERROR-<timestamp>.log files.

• Check the file $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<devicePack>/.local/EngineStatistics.xml. It indicates the
performance, success or failure of every part of the Poll.

• Check the file $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<devicePack>/repository/work/InventoryDeviceList.xml

For change of input EMS data format:

• In addition to the above log files, EngineStatistics.xml and InventoryDeviceList.xml files, also check the Engine output
is making it to the Delivery Service by stopping the Presenter and checking the Queue directory.

Presenter common problems are related to:
Data not arriving from the Delivery Service
The common problem when Data are not seen in the Presenter is when the processed data is not delivered by the
Delivery Service. The troubleshooting steps in this case are the following:
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• Check the log files in the log directory specific to the device pack presenter specifically focusing on the STDERR log
files, e.g. $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/PRESENTER_<device_pack>/logs/*

• Check if the Engine output is making it to the Delivery Service by stopping the Presenter and checking the
$CAMM_HOME/Queue directory.

Stop the Presenter and check if the processed data from the Engine is reaching the Delivery Service.
The processed file should be present under the $CAMM_HOME/Queue directory.

• Check to see if CSV, XML or DDI files are present in the $CAMM_HOME/output directory
• If data are expected to be presented in the SNMP format, try querying the SNMP MIB using snmpwalk.

Troubleshooting Greenbook
Contents

Basic Troubleshooting

• Connect to the DX NetOps MM Web Manager (see Using the DX NetOps MM Web Manager) to gather information
about the DX NetOps MM Cluster and collect the following info:
– Are all the components running?
– Is it a Single Server install? If not, how many LC’s are there?
– Which Device Pack is the customer having problems with?

• Review the logs of the device pack Engine to see if the issue is in the Engine and check if restarting Engine solves the
problem.

• Review the logs of the device pack Presenter to see if the issue is in the Presenter and check if restarting Presenter
solves the problem.

• If the “DX NetOps MM for DX NetOps MM” Device Pack is installed on the server, DX NetOps MM Engine polls itself
to indicating the current Run state of each component giving you an overall performance of the entire DX NetOps
MM environment.

• By default CAMM is installed under $CAMM_HOME\COMPONENTS\ENGINE_CAMM and $CAMM_HOME
\COMPONENTS\PRESENTER_CAMM directory.

How to Stop and Start DX NetOps MM Components and Sub Components

Visit the following pages to learn about the scripts to start, stop, and check the status of the components:

• DX NetOps Mediation Manager
• DX NetOps Mediation Manager for Performance Management

Using the DX NetOps MM Web Manager

CAMM Web Manager reflects the high level operational status and health of DX NetOps MM components such as
MultiController, LocalController and Sub Components such as Device Pack’s Engine and Presenter. However, it does not
indicate if Sub Components are actually collecting data. The utilization of resources on the server by each Component is
also indicated. If one or more of the components are not running, they can be restarted from the web interface.

Log into DX NetOps MM Web Manager from the URL http://server:port (8880 is default port). The default username is
‘admin’ and the password is ‘camm’.

Using the Log Files

The CAMM directory structure is created in a logical manner. Every Component (MultiController, LocalController, Generic
Executor, Delivery Service) and Sub Component (Engine & Presenter) has a log directory.
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The logs are automatically archived as per settings specified in the LocalConfig-ge.xml: $CAMM_HOME/GE_<user>/
LocalConfig-ge.xml

Logs for DX NetOps MM main Components are located in the following directories:

• MultiController: $CAMM_HOME/MC/logs/CAMM-Multi-Controller-<timestamp>.log
• LocalController: $CAMM_HOME/LC/logs/CAMM-Local-Controller-<timestamp>.log
• GenericController: $CAMM_HOME/GE_<username>/logs/*.log
• Device Pack: $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/<device-pack-name>/logs/*.*
• Web: $CAMM_HOME/WEBCAMM/logs/*.log

The “STD-ERROR-<timestamp>.log” file located in the same directories contains the error messages. This is often the
most important file to look at when troubleshooting an issue.

Logs for DX NetOps MM Sub Components (Engine & Presenter):
The Sub Components of each device pack installed on the server has its own sub directory under the COMPONENTS
directory. The Device Pack names are included in the name of the directory. Each Sub Component has a logs directory
under the specific device pack ENGINE or PRESENTER sub directories. Log files for each component would indicate if
there is a problem with the Device Pack. For example, if it failed to collect/parse data from the EMS.

• Device pack Engine: $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_<DEVICE_PACK>/logs directory
Example: /opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/ENGINE_CAMM/logs/CAMM-Application-<YYYY-MM-DD>.log

• Device Pack Presenter: $CAMM_HOME/COMPONENTS/PRESENTER_<DEVICE_PACK>/logs directory.
Example: /opt/CA/CAMM/COMPONENTS/PRESENTER_CAMM/logs/CAMM-Application-<YYYY-MM-DD>.log

The “STD-ERROR-<timestamp>.log” file located in the same directories contains the error messages. This is often the
most important file to look at when troubleshooting an issue.

Increasing log verbosity

All the above mentioned Components and Sub Components log files by default contain informational level messages
(INFO). The granularity of logging can be increased temporarily for troubleshooting purposes by modifying the
corresponding “logging.properties” file located in the $CAMM_HOME/<sub-component>/logs directory of each Component
and Sub-Component.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the “logging.properties” file in the same logs directory; replace the two instances of INFO with FINEST and save
the file.
For example, change it from the default:
 com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.directory=E\:\\CA\\CAMM/DS/logs
handlers=com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler
 com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.level=INFO
.level=INFO
com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.prefix=CAMM-Delivery-System-
 

To this:
 com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.directory=E\:\\CA\\CAMM/DS/logs
handlers=com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler
com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.level=FINEST
.level=FINEST 
com.torokina.common.logging.apache.FileHandler.prefix=CAMM-Delivery-System-
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2. Enable the new logging level by either restarting the component or sub-component (stopall/startall or cammCtrl) or by
running the following command from within the relevant log directory to enable without restart: $CAMM_HOME/tools/
cammCtrl a 127.0.0.1 p <port> -l ./logging.properties

WARNING

Increasing the log level will result in significantly more detail being logged and consequently more disk
space usage. Make sure to monitor the disk space and revert back to default INFO settings as soon as
reproduction of the problem has been completed.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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